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Mr. Ron Patel, Features editor 
Philadelphia Inquirer 
400 N. Broad Street 
Philadelphia, P.A. 19101 

Dear Mr. Patel, 

As part of your consideration of the enclosed article, 
"Arlen Specter: For the Record", I want to tell you a little 
about myself and my qualifications to write such an article. 
I am currently an associate professor of Sociology at Wofford 
College, one of my specialties being the field of 
criminology. Over the past twelve years here, I have taught 
several special topic courses on the JFK assassination and I 
have given talks to a wide variety of audiences, including 
three appearances this past winter and spring on a state-wide 
public television program on Oliver Stone's film and the 
Warren Commission investigation. Most of my effort has gone 
into research and teaching on this subject, not publication. 

My interest in and study of the assassination dates back 
over twenty years when I was an undergraduate at the 
University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point. At the time, 
historian David R. Wrone, a leading scholar of the 
assassination literature, organized one of the first national 
symposiums on this subject in 1971. At that symposium I met 
several of the critics of the Warren Commission, and I was 
most impressed with the work of Harold Weisberg. When I came 
back to this subject in the early 1980's, I got back in touch 
with Mr. Weisberg, who by that time had acquired over a 
quarter of a million pages of previously withheld documents 
from various government agencies involved in the 
investigation. Mr. Weisberg gave me free access to his 
extensive files, from which (along with guidance from his six 
books on the assassination), I have learned much about the 
failure of that investigation and the complicity of such 
people as Arlen Specter in that failure. 



You will note that I have provided extensive 
documentation for all the major points I make in this article 
(see Exhibits A-R). I have highlighted the most relevant and 
crucial passages in each exhibit. I hope you will give the 
article a careful reading in conjunction with this 
documentation. I realize my indictment of Mr. Specter's 
record is sweeping, but deserved, I believe. If you decide 
not to use it, please send it back or drop me a note as soon 
as possible so that I may send it to some other publications. 
Time is of the essence, given that Election Day is roughly 
five weeks away. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Ginocchio, Ph.D. 
Wofford College 
429 North Church Street 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29303-3663 
(803) 597-4555 
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Suggested Title: "Arlen Specter: For the Record" 

Ex h b ;f* 

Nearly a year ago during the nationally televised hearings on the 

confirmation of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court, Senator Arlen Specter 

got an opportunity to display his prosecutorial skills before a large audience. 

He took up the Republican challenge to discredit Anita Hill and her accusations 

of sexual harassment against Mr. Thomas. News commentators described Mr. Specter 

as an experienced prosecutor, former district attorney, whose questioning 

would surely put Ms. Hill's story to the test. And perhaps it did. But many 

Americans, particularly women, were appalled by Mr. Specter's insensitivity 

and rank partisanship, as his senatorial opponent, Ms. Lynn Yeakel, so frequently 

reminds her audiences. 

That judgment aside, I would like to speak to a less well known 

example of Mr. Specter's skill as a prosecutor, an episode which took place 

not in front of TV cameras but behind closed doors many years ago. I am 

referring, of course, to his work as an assistant counsel to the Warren 

Commission. That record, amply documented in the Warren Report, the 26 volumes 

of hearings and exhibits, and the files of the Warren Commission not published 

but available either through the National Archives or Freedom of Information 

requests and litigation, is utterly disreputable. It reveals someone not 

interested in pursuing the truth but intent on ignoring or misrepresenting any 

evidence contrary to the presumption that Lee Harvey Oswald was the sole 

assassin of President Kennedy. And let me stress that this is the public record 

not the flawed Hollywood version of the assassination offered up in Oliver 

Stone's JFK. 

Ironically, it was this recent film which prompted Mr. Specter's 

most recent attempt to defend his work for the Warren Commission. He was so 
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incensed at being called a liar in the film that he threatened to sue Oliver 

Stone. Considering Mr. Stone's own difficulty in sorting out fact from fiction, 

that would indeed have been an interesting court battle. But I am confident 

Mr. Specter was bluffing. I believe the last thing he wants is to have his 

real record exposed in open court. Besides, if he was so concerned about his 

reputation he should have sued Harold Weisberg years ago. Considered by many 

(including the FBI) to be the "dean of assassination researchers", Mr. Weisberg 

invited a lawsuit when he published the following assessment of Mr. Specter's 

record: "...he lied without restraint; misrepresented without inhibition." 

Similar statements were repeated on radio and to the press in Philadelphia 

at the time Arlen Specter was that city's district attorney, to which he had 

no reponse. 

So, for the record, lets examine Arlen Specter's service to the 

Warren Commission and the American people. We will first concentrate on a few 

of his more egregious oversights or sins of omission; then we will take up the 

matter of outright deceit or sins of commission. 

Sins of Omission 

Reading through the hundreds of pages of testimony Mr. Specter took 

from crucial witnesses and experts, I have always been struck by the numerous 

pointless questions and abrupt shifts in a line of questioning. But perhaps 

most significant in this regard are the many crucial questions which were 

never asked. There is no better example of this than the chief autopsist, 

Dr. Humes', testimony before the Commission. At one point late in his testimony, 

Dr. Humes made the following incredible admission to assistant counsel Specter: 
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"In the privacy of my own home, early in the 
morning of Sunday, November 24th, I made a draft of 
this report (i.e., the autopsy report on President 
Kennedy) which I later revised, and of which this 
represents the revision. That draft I personally 
burned in the fireplace of my recreation room." 

Mr. Specter never bothered to ask Dr. Humes to explain his willful destruction 

of this crucial evidence. 

Over the years Arlen Specter has attempted to defend this gross 

oversight by saying these were just some notes that Dr. Humes destroyed. That 

is false, and Mr. Specter knows it is false. The record is plain not only from 

Dr. Humes' testimony but also from two certificates executed by Dr. Humes and 

"accepted and approved" by the President's personal physician, Dr. George 

Burkley. But even if these were just notes, the destruction of any evidence 

needed to be explained thoroughly. In court an opposing counsel would surely 

have taken up this matter Mr. Specter simply dropped. 

Another significant omission regarding the autopsy has to do with 

the number of people who witnessed the autopsy but were never called as witnesses. 

Among these there is no one more significant than the President's personal 

physician, Admiral George G. Burkley. Dr. Burkley not only witnessed the autopsy 

(with no less than 23 additional military personnel in the room), but he had 

been with the President in the motorcade in Dallas and at Parkland Hospital 

where emergency procedures were performed in a futile effort to save President 

Kennedy's life. 

Dr. Burkley signed the official death certificate, which, among other 

things, locates the wound to the President's back at "the level of the third 

thoracic vertebra." This location is inconsistent with two key Commission 

exhibits (#385 & 386), drawings which place that wound significantly higher 

and make somewhat more plausible Mr. Specter's entirely implausible "single-

bullet theory." 
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Reflecting on the magnitude of this oversight, Harold Weisberg aptly 

corrrnented in his book, Post Mortem: 

"Perhaps the best explanation of the omission 
of George G. Burkley as a witness is that he is the 

one medical man who was in the motorcade when the 
crime was committed, was in the plane on the way back, 
was in the Navy autopsy room, and was the recipient 
of all the official evidence." 

Two other autopsy witnesses who were questioned by Mr. Specter but 

were never called to testify before the Commission were FBI agents, James Sibert 

and Frances O'Neill. They observed things that conflict with Mr. Specter's 

cherished single-bullet theory. Sibert and O'Neill observed that President 

Kennedy had been shot in the back, and that the autopsy doctors probed that 

wound to the depth of a finger and could not determine where the bullet that 

caused that wound went. At the time it was believed that CE399, the near-pristine 

bullet of the single-bullet theory, may have fallen out of the President's 

back at Parkland Hospital. But how, then, could this same bullet have caused 

all the wounds to Gov. Connally and allegedly been discovered on his stretcher 

at Parkland Hospital, as Mr. Specter would have us believe? 

Agents Sibert and O'Neill were also the recipients of a "missile" 

recovered during the autopsy. But the official version is built around the 

claim that no "missile" was recovered from the President's body. 

Just as Dr. Burkley, agents Sibert and O'Neill, among so many others, 

were largely ignored at the time, James T. Tague, one of the victims in the 

shooting, was incredibly almost passed over by the Warren Commission and 

Mr. Specter. The FBI had ignored Tague in their report completed on Dec. 9, 1963. 

The FBI's brief account of the shooting had all three shots striking in the 

limousine (hence no single bullet theory). But the slight wound Mr. Tague 

received and the mark on the curb where a bullet struck nearby were known to the 

Dallas police and press. 
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Although Mr. Tague's wound was very minor, he was indeed one of the 

victims of the assassination, along with Kennedy and Connally. The Warren 

Commission had originally planned to conclude its work by June. Yet it was 

not until June 11th when Mr. Specter recommended that Tague be examined 

"if" the Commission wanted to examine any additional witnesses in Dallas. 

Again, I defer to Mr.Weisberg's analysis: 

"Imagine! A man was wounded during the 
assassination and he had been ignored until months 
after the Commission had outlined its Report and had 
planned to finish its work and at that late date, more 
than six months after the assassination, Arlen Specter 
was only suggesting that if it wasn't too much trouble, 
maybe someone ought to speak to him." 

Acknowledging that a bullet struck the curb where Jim Tague was 

standing, among other considerations, made Arlen Specter's single-bullet theory 

an absolute necessity to the conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald was the sole 

assassin. When the Warren Report describes the single-bullet theory as "not 

necessary to any of its essential conclusions", that, to put it mildly, was false. 

And Mr. Specter knew that statement to be false because he knew that Jim Tague 

bled that day in Dealey Plaza. 

There is no greater controversy in the investigation of this 

assassination than that surrounding the autopsy photographs and X-rays. 

Curiously enough, this again was an area for which Mr. Specter had primary 

responsibility. 

Before we deal with the question of what role the Kennedy family or 

Robert Kennedy in particular may have played in blocking access to the autopsy 

photos and X-rays, it should be noted that had there been a trial of Oswald 

this "best evidence" would have had to have been produced in court in the 

context of the autopsy testimony. The Warren Commission had subpeona powers 

which could have been invoked to gain access to this evidence, as they were 

invoked to obtain the pictures and X-rays from Oswald's autopsy performed at 
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Parkland Hospital in Dallas. 

At a minimum, the autopsy photos and X-rays were necessary to 

corroborate the autopsy testimony. Indeed, Dr. Humes pointed out on several 

occasions during his testimony that his verbal description of the President's 

head wound was inadequate by itself -- that there was no substitute for the 

photographs of this wound. Moreover, when one considers the significant discrepancy 

between the depiction of the location of the President's back wound in CE385 & 

386 and the autopsy face sheet diagram (not to mention the bullet holes in the 

President's jacket and shirt), the autopsy photos were an absolute necessity to 

resolve this discrepancy. Assistant counsel Specter had an obligation to do just 

this, but instead he chose to ignore these problems and pretend he could not 

have access to this "best evidence". 

This whole story gets much worse, almost farcical, when one realizes 

that, contrary to Mr. Specter's and others' complaints, the Warren Commission 

did, in fact, have access to the autopsy photographs and X-rays. They had been 

turned over to the Secret Service during the autopsy. In an untitled press 

release in 1966, the Secret Service disclosed that they had shown the X-rays 

to the members and staff of the Warren Commission. Mbreover, chief counsel, 

J. Lee Rankin, stated in a Jan. 21, 1964 executive session of the Warren 

Commission that they had the color photographs from the autopsy. And just six 

days later in another executive session meeting, Mr. Rankin observed: "...we 

have the picture of where the bullet entered in the back, that bullet entered 

below the shoulder blade to the right of the backbone,..." 

Mr. Specter himself admitted in an interview which appeared in the 

Oct. 10, 1966 issue of U.S. News and World Report that he had seen a picture of 

the President's back wound, although he qualified this admission by saying the 
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picture was not "technically authenticated." Such an excuse is completely 

disingenuous because it was part of Mr. Specter's job to "technically authenticate" 

such evidence. 

The fact- is that neither Robert Kennedy, nor the Kennedy family, ever 

denied the Warren Commission access to these autopsy photographs and X-rays. 

And even had they wanted to, the Kennedys had no legal basis to stop the 

government from examining what, from the beginning, was government property. 

Sins of Commission 

The major sins of commission or outright deceit center on the single-

bullet theory. That theory has not stood the test of time but was, in fact, 

still born, never having any substantial evidence to nourish it from the very 

moment of its conception in assistant counsel Specter's fertile imagination. 

To begin with, Mr. Specter must have known perfectly well, before 

any testimony had been taken, that the single-bullet theory was an impossibility. 

He knew that the President had been shot in the back, not the back of the neck, 

too low to have also caused the wound to the front of the President's throat. 

Indeed, according to doctors and nurses at Parkland Hospital that wound to the 

front of the throat had all the appearances of an entrance wound. 

Aside from the questionable drawings of the President's wounds 

(CE385 & 386) which were published in lieu of the actual photographs, every 

other piece of evidence and testimony confirmed that the President's back wound 

was roughly 51/2 inches down on his back. In this context, Mr. Specter had to 

have been aware of the official death certificate signed by Dr. Burkley, even 

if he didn't bother to have Dr. Burkley testify before the Commission. As noted 

earlier in this article, that certificate places the President's back wound at 
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the level of the third thoracic vertebra. 

The bullet that is alleged to have pierced the President's back and 

somehow exited his throat, going on to cause no less than five wounds, smash 

two bones, and deposit fragments in three distinct locations in Gov. Connally's 

body, is the near-pristine bullet, CE399, which was found at Parkland Hospital. 

Before returning to the truly amazing feats of CE399, it is important to 

recognize that Mr. Specter never established where exactly that bullet was found. 

In taking testimony about CE399, Mr. Specter frequently referred to 

the "fact" that it had come from Gov. Connally's stretcher. But the record 

reveals that this was never established, even after some degree of pressure 

was applied to the key witness, hospital attendant Darrell Tomlinson. He was 

pressured to the point where he said: "Yes, I'm going to tell you all I can, 

and I'm not going to tell you something I can't lay down and sleep at night with 

either." Following this Mr. Tomlinson unequivocally stated that he did not know 

from where the stretcher off of which CE399 fell had come. 

The so-called "persuasive evidence from the experts" which the Warren 

Report asserts supports the single-bullet theory is much less persuasive when 

you read the actual testimony of these experts, testimony which none other than 

Arlen Specter took. In every case when Mr. Specter bothered to show CE399 to 

these experts, rather than preface his questions and remarks by speculating 

about a hypothetical bullet, they were quite emphatic in rejecting the notion 

that this bullet could have caused even a portion of the damage attributed to it. 

Even Dr. Humes' response to the single bullet scenario was that it was 

"most unlikely". 

Perhaps the pinnacle of deceptiveness was reached when it was asserted 

that CE399, on its historical and magical flight, passed through the President's 

shirt collar, also nicking his tie. Again, Arlen Specter knew better. Dr. Carrico, 
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who was the first doctor to see the President in the emergency room, testified 

that the wound to the President's throat was above the shirt collar. But it 

was not the intrepid Arlen Specter who ellicited this information; rather, 

Commission member Allen Dulles asked this question about the location of that 

wound in Mr. Specter's presence. 

Moreover, Mr. Specter knew that the damage to the President's shirt 

and tie had been done by nurses with a scalpel. Nurse Diana Bowron testified: 

"...Miss Henchcliffe and I cut off his clothing." Harold Weisberg forced the 

FBI to take close-up pictures of the damage to the shirt and tie. And, lo and 

behold, these close-up photographs (which, incidentally, the FBI had not provided 

the Warren Commission) revealed slits, not a bullet hole. 

Arlen Specter is without innocence in all this and so much more. The 

record I have cited throughout this article discloses that assistant counsel 

Specter deliberately avoided or misrepresented evidence contrary to the 

Warren Commission's presumption of Oswald's guilt. Despite his persistent 

disclaimers, Arlen Specter played a key role in deceiving the American people 

about the death of President Kennedy, not to mention his condescending and 

despicable effort to cram down out throats his ludicrous single-bullet theory 

as a reasonable explanation for no less than seven wounds on President Kennedy 

and Govenor Connally. 

Although President Kennedy has been dead for nearly thirty years now 

and many people would like to lay this tragic event to rest, I believe we have 

an obligation to objectively and critically examine the government's investigation 

of his death. People such as Arlen Specter bear great responsibility for the 

gross inadequacy and deceptiveness of that investigation. That Mr. Specter 

persists in distorting this record is reprehensible. 

If integrity counts for anything these days in politics, Mr. Arlen 

Specter who is without any should be retired from politcal office forthwith by 

the voters of Pennsylvannia. 
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Dr. Stewart interpreted this phenomenon as one that "completely substantiated the finding that this was a left frontal entry woune" and said the other doctors also did. He also declared the obvious, while any layman can also know with certainty, that it would be "impossible for a marksman in the sixth floor" window "to have created that kind of wound, shooting from behind". 
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His disgraceful record prompted me, in writing WHITEWASH II, much of Part II of which is devoted to him and this record, to declare, "he lied without restraint, misrepresented without inhibition" (p.103). These I there described as "harsh words" and said, "They are not ueed by acci-dent. If untrue they are actionable. If Specter thinks they are untrue, let him sue and confront... for the first time in the entire fake in-quest on opposing lawyer." He was, as he remains, silent, for I also 
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In the second of these snows he "explained" whet was described as 
a "theory besides the single bullet theory, that would support the con-
clusions in the Report": 

SPECIT:R: The Commission concluded that it wes probable that one 
bullet inflicted tne wound on the ?resident's neck, and all of the 
wounas on Governor Connally. but you could nave three seperete bul-
lets striking under the sequence as we knew tnem. For exempla, the 
President could have been struck at frame 136 of the eaprueer film, 
which in e number :;ivee to the Gepruder film. Then Governor jonnelly could have been struck some 14 frames letor, which would be a little over two and a quarter seconds at about frame 22.3 or ee'); and then 
the third snot could have nit President eennedy's eerie at frame 313, 
which was pretty clearly established. So that is is not indispensa-
ble to have the single bullet conclusion in order to come to the 
basic finding that Oswald was tne sole assassin. 

Now tnat his single-bullet theory was exploded, Specter preferred 
the cold wrecka;e of the ale "'Niue didn't bleed" fiction to its hot 
fragments. As the precedin chapter snows, tnere is no possibility that 
Specter did not know this statement on CBS was completely false. He also knew that at Frame 186 a bullet could not have had the trajectory attributed to Bullet 399 and there is no evidence of a hit at Frames 
228 or 229. 

In the last of the series, he volunteered this statement: 
When it came time to select the individuals to serve as assistant 

counsel and general counsel, man were chosen from various parts of 
the United States who had no connection with government. 

Again, Specter knew better. These een were his former associates, men with when re= ass reill in contact. He knew them and their careers 
very well. But if he "forgot", the Report documents it (Bioeraphieel 
Appendix IV,475ff.). This is not just a lie; it is a whopper. Let us 
see who these men "chosen from various parts of the United States" were and how tney "had no connection with e:overnment". 

The Commission's boss, its general counsel, J. Leo Rankin, wr.s 
Solicitor General of the United States. His staff director, Howard 
Willens, was loaned by and returned to the same Department of Justice 
for which Rankin had worked. All the Commission members were or had been 
high government officials, and all but one, Allen Dulles, formerly heed of the CIA, then enjoyed government responsibilities. Eore than half cf 
the fourteen assistant counsel had been overnment emplcyees! 

Twelve "staff members" are listed in the Report (F.147-31). Of these, all  but one had been eovernment employees or were at the tim of  their asecintmenes to tne Commission. 

But £pecter told the world-wide audience of caz, knowin; better 
all the time, that "men were chosen ... who had no connection with Gov-
ernment". 

So we know why, when I called Arlen Specter, fatner of tne single-
bullet theory, one of the two most important assistant counsel, the man 
most responsible for the corrupted medical and autopsy testimony and 
political climber whose career was mode possible by his political apos-
tasy (in Oswald they called it "defection"), a man wno "lied without 
restraint" and challenged him to sue me, he did not. 

My purpose was not spectacle, not sensation, but to establisn a record, a record as the law reco7,nizes it, not as he and his associates 
corrupted it in their official Commission function, a record before e 
judge and a jury, a record of fact tested by that macnine for the estab-
lishment of truth, as lawyers call cross-examination. 
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Never once did I exploit this challenge to sell my books, not even 

in his city, where it could have been used by his political opponents. 

when  I made broadcests in his city on WHITEWASH II, I never once men-

mentioned it. Of course, this made it easier for him to ignore it, but 

it also did not saddle him alone with a responsibility he shared with 

somany others equally guilty of pretending lies are facts. 

However, in pursuing his ambition and his attempts at self-justi-

ficetion, Specter has paced his lying with an assortment of devices rane-

ie3  from the unbageine of cats to hiding behind the Chief Justice's 
judicial robes. This end his false stetements and misrepresentations 

are important because of the function he had on the jommission and be-

cause of his until-now secret record in tnat function. 

He was interviewed by Joseph R. Daughen of the Philadelphia Bulle-
tin.' Daughen's lone account of it appeared August 23, 196b. In it he 

quotes Specter as saying of the autopsy and what derives from it that it 

"rests squarely on the intc3rity of Humes, Boswell and Finck. 4e are 

talking about the integrity of the doctors end the autopsy." 

At that point I wrote (WHIT-E.:ASH II,100), "de are also talking 
about the integrity of Arlen Specter." 

In Arlen Specter's integrity, that of the doctors he named, the 

members of the Commission, in fact, that of the United States Government 

and all of its people, was vested. 

After  his CBS appearances - after  I obtained a transcript of his 
remarks - and prior  to writing this, I offered him a chance to withdraw 

or retract his false statements that I believe cannot be sccioental. 
Simple acknowledemen: of error could not begin to catch up with the enor-
mous audience that saw end nerd Arlen Specter, candidate for public of-

fice end greater public truet, tell tnese lies worlc-wide on CBS. His 
reply to my letter was a reiteration that he had been nothing; less than 
accurate. 

"I have full confidence in the accuracy of all the statements 
which I have made concerning the work of tne President's Commission on 
the Assassination of Fresiaent Kennedy," he wrote. 

On the remote cnsnce tnat this paragon of political virtue did 
not recall whet he nec said, or tae even lesser likelinocc, enPt his in-
tent had been distorted in editing, I sent him pnotecopits en:1 asked 
that he read tnem and reaffirm that he has been only trutaful. 

To this the men then but two months away from the election to 
choose the mayor of one of the world's largest cities replied enst his 
previous letter required "no emplifiestion". In short, he persisteo in 
his lies - tnis time for political benefit. 

Any inquiry into the investieeticn of tne assassination inevitably 

is into the integrity cf tnose who conducted it. From that vast suppres-
sion of what was in the files end known, shouls have been mede public Eno 
wasn't, I du; up a number of other documents enat, to tne best cf my 
knowledge, had never before been published if, indeed, seen by anyone 

not ih official position. rh.v relate very much to t: is quertioft of in- 
teerity, tnat of eeecter and of everyone else involved. 	.e sn.11 examine 
them after a baek;rcundine look into key the client truth was served. 

4-e.ther or not they planned in advance the lien they would tell 
to lie out of toe mess of ene eeeort, gcvernment cff:eiels hoc :hem ready 
when fire: cceifrentecwitn :Ad firee beck trier. preyed envy lied. Had 
personal knewled;e met been reereeeneec, it might be pcenible to consider 
this misinformation as less :non lies, peehaps merely error. s major 
newspaper printed them, bed fed ;hem to ether papers, poesioly in 3cod 
faith, and isuncaed ane heeptee achieve acceptability fur _tie line Arlen 
Specter rend °there were to follow. 
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mum. To the bent of my recollection, Mr. Chief Justice, it 

. Mr. Me(loy. 
fay T ask this question? 

Co right nhend. 
)n you have any knowledge as to whether or not any photo-
m in Dallas? 
/AIM I have tome, sir, no knowledge. 

knowledge that any were taken? 
Representative Frm. Mny T ask what size me the pictures to which can refer? 
Commander J11114F.R. We exiiosed both Mark and while and color negatives. 

Congressman. They were exposed in the morgue during the examination. 
They were not developed. The kodnehrome negntives when developed would 
he 405. They were In flim carriers or cassettes, as were the blnek and white. 
Of course they could be magnified. 

Representative Foal). Have those been examined by personnel at Bethesda? 
Commander Hum F.R. No, sir. We exposed these negatives; we turned them 

over. Here I must ask the counsel again for advice—to the Secret Service. 
Mr. SescrEa. Yes; it Ives the Secret Service. 
Commander Human. They were turned over to the Secret. Service hi their 

cassettes unexposed. and I have not seen any of them since. This is the photo-
graphs. The X-rays were developed in our X-ray depn rtment of the spot that 
evening, because we had to see those right. then as part of our examinntinn, but 
the photographs were made for the record and for other purposes. 

Representative Foam But they had never been actually developed for viewing. 
Commander Mimics. I do not know, sir. 
Mr. SPECTER. Doctor Ethnics, back to the angles for just n moment. 
Commander ITume.s. Yes, air. 
Mr. SescrEn. Hypothesize or assume, if you will, that other evidence will 

show that the wound Inflicted on Commission Exhibit 385 at point. C occurred 
while the President was riding in the rear sent. of his automobile approximately 
100 feet from a point of origin in a six-floor building nearby, and nsmume fur-
ther that the wound Inflicted in 388 at point A occurred when the President 
was approximately 250 feet away from the same point. 

With those assumptions In mind, there would be somewhat different angles 
of declination going from C to D on 385 and from A to B on Wt. 

Commander fluters. T would expect there would. 
Mr. Smarm You have already testified earlier today that you were unable 

to pinpoint with precision angle A to 71 on 355 because of the reconstruction 
of the scalp. 

Now my question to you, in that elongated fashion, is from what you know 
and what you have described, are the angles, as you have expressed them to 
be in your opinion, consistent with n situation where the two wounds were 
inflicted at the angles and at the distanees just described to you? 

Commander Humns. I believe they are consistent I would strata that the path 
outlined on 388–A to B is to n certain extent conjectural for the reasons given 
before. 

Mr. Seaman. Now, Doctor Humes, I hand you a group of documents which 
have been marked as Commission Exhibit No. 397 and ask you if you enn 
Identify what they are? 

Commander ITumns. Yes, sir ; these are various notes in long-hand, or copies 
rather, of various notes in long-hand made by myself, in part, during the per-
formance of the examinnlion of the late President, and in part after the exntni-
nation when I was preparing to have a typewritten report mar. 

Mr. See.crrsa. Are there also included there sonic notes that you made while 
you talked to Doctor Perry on the telephone? 

Commander Mugs. Yes, sir there are. 
Mr. Stwran. Are there any notes which you made at any time which are not 

Included In this group of notes? 
Commander HUMES. Yen, sir; there are. 
Mr. Segerga. And what do those consist of? 
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Commander IltimEs. In privacy of my own home, early In the morning of 
Sunday, November 24th, I mude a draft of this report which I later revised, 
and of which this represents the revision. That draft I personally burned In 
the fireplace of my recreation room. 

Ur. SPECTER. May the record show that the Exhibit No. 397 is the identical 
doettutent which has been previously identified as Conunission Nu. 371 fur our 
internal purposes. 

Is the first sheet then in that group the notes you made when you talked to 
Doctor Perry? 

Commander Humes. That Is correct, sir. 
Mr. SPECTER. And do the next 16 sheets represent the rough draft which was 

later copied into the autopsy report which has been heretofore identified with 
an exhibit number ? 

Commander Hun xs. That Is correct, sir. 
Mr. SrecrErt, And what do the next two sheets represent? 
Commander Humes. The next two sheets are the notes actually made in the 

room in which the examination was taking place. I notice now that the 
handwriting in some instances is not any own, and It is either that of Com-
mander Doswell or Colonel Finch. 

Mr. Sexarr.n. And was that writing made at the same time that the autopsy 
report was undertaken; that is, did you review all of the markings on those 
papers and note them to be present when you completed the autopsy report? 

Commander Hones. Yes, sir. From the time of the completion of this exami-
nation until the submission of the written report following its preparation, 
all of the papers pertinent to this case were in my personal custody. 

Mr. SPECTER. Have you now described all of the documents which were present 
in that 307, 'Exhibit No. 397? 

Commander Mum. Yes, sir; with the exception of the certification to the 
fact that I. In fact, detailed them in my custody, and a certification that I had 
destroyed certain preliminary draft notes. 

Mr. St.EarEn. And these represent all the notes except those you have already 
described which you destroyed? 

Commander Hunts. That is correct, air. 
Mr. S1•ecrea. Now, just one point on the notes themselves. Page 14 of your 

rough draft, Doctor Humes, as to the point of origin, the notes show that 
there was a revision between your Iirst draft and yuur final report. 

Commander Hones. Yes, alr. 
Mr. SetcrEn. Will you first of all read Into the record the final cueclusion 

reflected in your final report. 
Commander Humes. I would rather read it from the final report. The final 

report reads : 
"The projectiles were fired from u point behind and somewhat above the level 

of the deceased." 
Mr. Sextrreit. And what did the first draft of that. Sentence us shown ono page 

14 of your rough draft state? 
Commander H LIMES. It sulked us fellows: 
"The projectiles were tired froom a point behind 11 1111 somewhat above it hori-

zontal line to the vertical position of the body at the moment of 1111plia." 
Mr. SPECTER. Now would you state the reason fur *nuking that unaliticatimi 

between draft null final report, please? 
Commander Mmes. This examinntion, as I have indicated, was p'rfclrmed 

by oloyeelf with my two assurittles. The antes which we hove Just admit il9i 115 on 
exhlGh are in iny own 1111nei 111111 are my ophtiuu, WitS  may olithion at that "I", 11$ 
to the best way to present the fuels widen we had gleaned during this period. 

Before stablui It hog It to the typist, I weno over this with great. cure with toy Iwo 
associates, One or t he other of them raised the 100111 that perhaps this setiiettee 
would slate more lhan what was ulastaitilely fait bused upon our alaservatiams, 
twilling out that we did nut know precisely at that lime in what position the 
hotly of tin• President was when the missiles strnek, and that therefore we 
should be sentewhot 11.248 1411P1'1114! 11 Rd 1tiollimllot more t•Iresultspuet then the 
way we stated It. When I considered this suggestion, I agreed that it would 
be het er lo change it us nut ell, uud iitl3Prdingly, I did NO. 
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Mr. Sesersii. Mr. Chief lust be, I move now for the ndmission into evidettee 

of Exhibit No. 397. 
The Cu AIRMAN. If may be admitted. 
(The doemitents, previously marked Exhibit No. 397 for identificolion. were 

received in evidence.) 
Mr. McCLov. Mny I ask one question about the notes? The notes that you 

made conlempormusinsly with yonr examination, you said you pot those down 
and then you put. some in Inter. How much Inter were the mites, within lhr 
best of your recolleetion of the final notes mnde, not the Mint report. but the 
final notes that you made in your own hnnilwriling? 

Commander 'Mmes. The examiumtion was ennelnded approximately nt 11 
o'clock on the night of November 22. The final changes in the notes prior to 

the tyjdng of the report were made, and T will have to give you the lime beenlise 
whatever lime Mr. Oswald was shot, null is about when I finished. i was work-

ing in an office, and someone hind n television on and come in and told me that 
Mr. Oswald had been shot, and Hint was nromul noon on Sunday. November 24th. 

Mr. firscrms. Mr. Chief Justice, I have now marked another photogrnpli ns the 
next exhibit number, Commission Exhibit 398. May I say to the Commission 
that this Is a photograph which. subject to inter proof, will show it to be token 
immediately after the President. wns strnek by the first bullet. 

The CHAIRMAN. It may be tunrltml. 
(The photograph was mnrked Commission Exhibit No. 398 for Went Mention.) 

May I move for its admission into evidence nt this time for this purpose? 

The CHAIRMAN. It may be admitted. 
(The photograph, previously marked 	 Exhibit No. 398 for identifi- 

cation, was received in evidence.) 
'booking at Commission Exhibit 398, Doctor Humes, with tint as a background, 

have you had an opportunity to review the medical reports on Governor Con-
nally at Parkland Hospital in Commission Exhibit 392? 

Commander MIMES. I have. 
Mr_ SPECTF.R. Have you noted the wounds which he sustained on his right wrist, 

that is, Governor Connally's right wrist? 
Commander ITumns. Yes, sir: I have noted the report of It in these records. 

Mr. Srserr.s. What does the report. show ns to those wounds on the right wrist? 

Commander HUMES. The report shows a wound of entrance OH the dorsal as-

pect of the right wrist. Let's gel the precise point here. The wound of entry 
is described as on the dorsal suspect of the right wrist above the junction of the 
distal fourth of the radius and the shaft. It was approximately two centi-
meters in length and rather oblique, with the loss of tissue, and sonic consider-
able contusions at the margins. There was a wound of exit along the volar 
surface of the wrist about two centimeters nbove the flexion crease of the wrist 

in the midline. 
Mr. Srserss. Doctor Humes. I show you n bullet which we have marked as 

Commission Exhibit No. 399, and limy I say now flint, subject to Inter proof, this 
is the missile which has been liken from the stretcher which the evidence now 

indicates was the stretcher nymphs' by Governor Connally. 
I move for its admission into evidence nt this time. 
The CHAIRMAN. It may he ndmilted. 
(The article, previously marked Commission Exhibit No. 399 for identifien-

Hon, was received in evidence.) 
Mr. Ser.cvsn. We have been nsked by the FIIT that the missile not be 'mulled 

by anybody because it is midergoing further ballistic tests, nod it now a poen rs, 

may the record show, in a plastic rose in a cotton background. 
Now looking at that bullet. Exhibit 3119, Doctor Humes, mold that bullet have 

gone through or been any pnrI of the fragment passing Ihrongli President Ken-
nedy's head in Exhibit No. 38)4? 

Commoncler HolirEs. I do not believe Nn, sir. 
Mr. SPECTER. And could that missile have ninth,  the wound on Governor Con-

molly's right. wrist? 
Commander HOMER. I ihtnlc that that Is most unlikely. May I expand on 

those two answers? 
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Mr. Ser.crrsu. Yes, please do. 
Coniinander Humes. The X-rays mink of the wound in the head of the late 

Presideut showed fraguientatluns of the missile. Some fragments we recovered 
and turned over, as has been previously noted. Also we hove X-rays of the 
fragment of skull which was in the region of nor opinion exit wound showing 
metallic fragments. 

Also going to Exhibit 302, the report. from Parkland Hospital, the following 
senesce referring to the examination of the wuuud of the wrist is found: 

"Small bits of metal were encountered at various levels throughout the 
wound, and these were, wherever they were identified and could be picked up, 
picked up and submitted to the pathology department for identification and 
exet titillation." 

The reason I believe it must unlikely that this missile could have I:filleted 
either of these wounds is that this missile is basically intact ; Its jacket appears 
to me to be in tact, and I do not understand how It could possibly have left 
fragments in either of these locutions. 

Mr. Sexcm.le. What wounds did Governor Connally sustain In his chest area, 
bused upon the records of Parkland hospital, which you have examined, Doctor 
Humes? 

Commander MMES. Governor Gonually received tu his chest u wound of en-
trance Just—this is again from 392—"just lateral to the right scapula close to 
the texilla width had passed through the luttisimus dorsi muscle, shattered ap-
proximately ten centimeters of u lateral and anterior portion of the right fifth 
rib, and emerged below the right nipple unteriully." 

These were the wounds of the chest of Governor Connally. 
Mr. Seemett. Now assuming that there were only three missiles fired, and 

bearing in mind the positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally from 
the photograph marked Commission Exhibit 398, do you have an opinion as to 
the source of the missiles which inflicted the wound on President Kennedy 
marked 385–C to D, and the wound In Governor Counallre chest which you have 
just referred to? 

Cutumander Mires. Yes. I would preface this statement by the following: 
As I testified eurlier in Ihe afternoon, us much as we could ascertain from our 
X-rays and physical examinations, this missile struck no bony structures In 
traversing the body of the late President. Therefore, I believe It was moving at 
Its exit from the President's body at only very slightly less than that velocity, 
so it was still traveling at great speed. 

I believe In looking kit Exhibit. 308, which purports to be at approximately 
the time the President was struck, I see that Governor Connally is sitting di-
rectly in front of the lute President, and suggest the possibility that this missile, 
having traversed the low neck of the lute Presideut, 111 fact traversed the chest 
of Governor Connally. 

Mr. Seecrruc. How much of the velocity, if any, or would there be an ap-
pruciublu diminution of the velocity of the projectile on passing through the 
portions of President Kennedy's body which you huvedescribed? 

Cummander Humes. I wuuid have to defer to my associate, Colonel Finek, 
for an opinion about this. 

Mr. Srecrea. Fine. As to any damage to the rib which you described Gov-
ernor Connally sustained, would that impact or trauma be consistent with 
the markings which are tillOkVik on Exhibit 30? 

Cotilinillider Vtilcrtet I think it quite possible. Here I think if this point 
were to be explored, further, a most valuable piece of evidence would be an 
X-ray of the chest of Governor Connally, because I believe that this missile 
could butye struck the rib a glitinitig blew. 

The rib IN a rather rigid structure, mid the missile would, not have to strike 
it direetly to clause the fracture that W414 described, and the fructure is not very 
clearly described to me, ami if an X-ray, fur instate-et., ShoWtXi 110 metallic 
fragments hi the chest of lite Governor, I weilld think it quite likely that this 
was the missile that hail traversed his chest, because I doubt if this missile 
would hare left behind it any metallic fragments from its physicuI appearance 
at this time. 
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24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E 

I, James J. Humes, certify that I have destroyed by 

burning certain preliminary draft notes relating to Naval 
Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 Snd have officially 
transmitted all other papers related to this report to 

higher authority. 
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This is the original of Humes' certificate that he burned a draft of the autopsy report. It is not the same as the copy ?rinted by the Commission, 171148, which does not include the handwritten approval of Dr. Burkley. Indeed, what can be said when the President's physician certifies that he accepts and approves the burning of evidence in the crime! See p. 261. 
This certificate has Ied to the myth, propagated by Arlen Specter, that Humes burned his autopsy notes. "The record is plain," Specter told U.S. Vews and morld Reoort, 10/10/66, "that there had been a series of notes taken by Dr. Humes at the time of the actual performance of the autopsy which had been destroyed." Specter knew be:ter, since he put this certificate (absent the Burkley endorsement) into evi-dence and had it confirmed by Humes (2E373). As the certificate on the next page makes clear, the "autopsy notes" were preserved, What Humes burned he alternately described as "preliminary draft notes" (above) and "that draft" of the autopsy report later revised, (211373). 
Eavinc been assured by Humes that the first draft of the autopsy report had been destroyed forever by burning, Specter asked not a si:,gle question, not even the simple, indispensable questions Why? On this the Commission's record is barren. Specter, however, would like the public to believe otherwise. He now claims Humes "explained his reasons (for burning) fully before the Commission"---in his testimony. 
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U. S. NAVAL MEDICAL SCHOOL 
NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER 

BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20014 ,•p I y e•Adn 

24 November 1963 

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-I-E 

I, James J. Humes, certify that all working papers 

associated with Naval Medical School Autopsy Report A63-272 

have remained in my personal custody at all times. Autopsy 

notes and the holograph draft of the final report were handed 

to Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Medical School, at 1700, 

24 November 1963. No papers relating to this case remain in 

my possession. 

J. J. HUMES 
CDR, MC, USN 

Received above working papers this date. 

J. H. STOVER JR. 
CAPT, MC, USN 
Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval Medical School 
National Naval Medical Center 

7 ---/7-- 

..-L-f---.c, 	.7. G.  
Ye-Lev-, rt,r(A-Px ")44,/ 54( 	• 

This, an original copy, also bears the endorsement of Dr. Burkley absent from the copy 
published by the Commission. Here Humes makes expl:cit that he never burned any notes 
made during the autopsy. "Autopsy notes and the holograph draft of the final report" 
were preserved and given to Capt. Stover on November 24. Stover must nave rezeived 
all autopsy notes because Humes specifies that "all working papers" of the autopsy were 
in his possession until the transfer to'Stover, after which "no papers relating to this 
case remain in my possession." With this translaittal, the mynterious story of the miss-
ing autopsy notes begins. See up. 145, 261. 
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7. 23 SKIDOO 

Finding Specter's - the Commission's - skeletons did not require opening all the official graves. Indeed, the bulk alone makes this im-possible. The files are estimated to total 300 cubic feet. In files, where millions of words can be contained in a single cubic foot, the total is enormous, incalculable. The unpleasant truth is that, once one learns to skip around the extensive junk, the trivia and the great volume of the irrelevant, it is almost impossiole not to stub an investigative toe on a promising stone. 

When there is a murder, the autopsy and the medical evidence ere, of course, essential evidence. 

Had Harwood merely phoned the District of Columbia morgue, as I did, he would have learned that its officials would not have been satisfied with that kind of inquest when investigating the murder of a skid-row bum, let alone that of a President. 
Only because he failed to look into it did Harwcod not learn that those present at the actual autopsy were limited to military medical personnel, except for the assigned Secret Service and FBI agents, the former apparently to keep an eye on the corpse and the latter to eye them. 

This, in the files, leads inevitably to Specter, whet he knew, what he knew and kept out of the record thst, as the Commission's lawyer in charge, he was responsible for, and the alleged basis of the FBI's above-quoted reports. 

What one finds here is contradictory to what Specter adduced and to the Report, those parts of which Specter presumably drafted for Commis-sion signature. 

The reports of FBI Baltimore office Agents James W. Sibert and Francis X. O'Neill were not printed when the Commission hsd 26 very large volumes it devoted to whet, lacking any appropriate designation, has been termed "evidence". Not in the estimated 10,000,000 words was there space for these accounts of who was present at the autopsy and .whet was observed there before and during the examination. The reports are in the Commis-sion's fifth file. 

From the official record built by Specter, one would gather that only these agents and Autopsy Surgeons James J. Humes and J. Thornton Boswell of the Navy and Pierre Finck of the Army were present. This is false. Aside from those who entered on various missions, 13 others were there. Sibert and O'Neill, who may be excused their misspelling of names, if not incompleteness of which we shall learn, list these others with the introduction,."The following individuals attended the Autopsy": 
Adm. C. B. HOLLOWAY, U.S. Navy, Commending Officer of the U.S. Naval Medical Center, Bethesda; 
Adm. BERKLEY, U.S. Navy, the President's personal physician; Commander JAMES J. HUMES, Chief Pathologist, Bethesda Naval Hcs-pitel, who conducted autopsy; 
Capt. JAMES H. STONER, JR., Commanding Officer, U.S. Naval Medi-cal School, Bethesda; 
Mr. JOHN T. STRINGER, JR., Medical photographer; JAMES H. EBERSOLE; 
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LLOYD E. RAINS; 
J. G. RUDNICKI; 
PAUL K. O'CONNOR; 
J. C. JENKINS; 
J1,RROL F. CR;seeTER; 
EDWARD F. REED; 
JAMES METZLER. 

They specify that others "entered the autopsy room" and note "Lt. Cmdr. GRIGG CROSS and Captain DAVID OSBORNE, Chief of Surgery"; "Major General WEHLE, Commanding Officer of the U.S. eiilitary District, Washing-ton, D.C."; "AMC CHESTER H. BUYERS, U.S. Navy ... to type receipts given by FBI and Secret Service for items obtained" (and do not look for these receipts or the itemizations, for they are suppressed from the Report and the printed evidence); these four employees of Gewler's funeral home, "JOHN VAN HAESi7.,N, EDWIN STROBLE, THOMAS ROBINSON and Mr. HAGEN"; "Briga-dier General GODFR*2Y McHUGH, Air Force Aide to the ?resident, was also present, as was Dr. GORGE BAKEMAN, U.S. Navy." 
From this, once it is dredged from the official swamp of the sup-pressed documents, we know that there were not fewer than 23 additional witnesses at the autopsy. 

There remained, after Specter finished adducing testimony, the most basic questions about the autopsy, unresolved conflicts end a con-siderable number of then glossed over. There remained unasked questions and unsought answers, both without justification or excuse. 
But not one of these 23 military men, almost all with medical  backgrounds and competences, was called as a witness. 
There remained the official confusion about the location of the non-fetal injury in the rear of the President's body. Here were 23 more experts who could have provided enlightenment and answers. 
They were not celled, the answers not sought. 
This does not encourage belief that they would have testified in consonance with the official account, that this was a neck wound. Nor does it sueeest that the omission of the pictures and X-rays of the au-topsy is enly in deference to the feelings of the survivors. They were expunged from the record, whereas in any tank-town legal proceeding they would have been required. Anyway, this, the "best evidence" of the au-topsy, could have been in evidence end examined but not published. 
In his testimony, Dr. Humes said that, although it was "redundant., he did nct really knew that a tracheotomy had been performed in Dallas end that he phoned Dr. Perry the morning of Ncvember 23 - not the night 73 of November 22 .mile he was conducting the autopsy examination - to find out (WHITEWASH 18U). 

Sibert and O'Neill also were never called as witnesses. If there wee no other reason for it - and there were many, all of which could have made the official verdict more difficult, if not impossible, to render - tnis lenguele, from the third page of their report, had to be suppressed or the question of perjury had to be faced: 
Following the removal of the wrapping /f the President's bodi7, it ties ascertained that ... a tracheotomy had been performed, as well as surgery of tne head erea, namely, in the top of tne skull. 
The question of this "surgery of the heed area", nowhere mentioned in the testimony, may remain a mystery. It is not a mystery that these agents, unable to spell proper names, knew tnat "a tracheotomy had been performed". That, and the correct spelling of the uncommon medical term, they could have learned only from the doctors. 
Harwood's sources in the Department of Justice palmed off on him, and he and the Post accepted, a false explanation of the discrepancies between the FBI rcperts of December 9 end January 13 and the autopsy pro-toecl. They blamed it on the absence of tne FBI agents from the autopsy room and called whet was accurately reported and observed "hearsay". This is the source of the still-accepted fiction. 
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USX. 497631 (..).1/4  

1 
AL 69-43  

RESULTS OF AUTOPSY ON JOAN F. KE::NEDY  

Oa Novombor 23, 1963, an autopsy wns porforL,pd on tho body of fornor Prosidont JOAN F. KENNZDY at tho National Naval 1.10dical Cc,litc,r, llothcsda, Marylana. A total body X-ray and autopsy rovoaled ono bullet bolo locatod just holow ohouldors to right of spinal column and hand-probing indicatod trajectory at angle of 45 to GO dogroos downward and hole of short depth with no point of exit. No bullet located in body. 
A second bullet ontorod back of head and thereafter om-srgod through top of skull. Two metal fragments romovod from brain area, the first 7 x 2 millimotors and the other 3 by 1 millimotors in size. 

The ahovo two metal fragments woro turnod ovor to Agents of the FBI for dolivory to the FDI Laboratory. 

A place of skull measuring 10 by 6.5 contimotors had boon flown in to Bethosda from Dallas hospital and this disclosod minute metal fragments whore bullet ernorgod from skull. 

With rospoct to the bullet hole located in the back, pathologist at National Naval Medical Contor was of the opinion this bullet worked its way out of the victim's back during cardiac massage, performed at Dallas hospital prior to transportation of the body to Washington. 

With rospoct to this situation, it is noted that Secrot Sorvico Agent RICHARD JOHNSON turned over to the Fill Laboratory ono 6.5 millimeter rifle bullet (approximately .25 caliber), coppor alloy, full jacket, which ho advisod was found on a strotchor in the omorgency room of tho Dallas hospital to Which the victim was takon.JOMSON was unable to advise whothor stretcher on which this bullet was found had boon used for the President. 

Tho ::two 1.71:2G7LatIon unn 	Ly cc=zur.accu the 	 C=co, Cited 	 /C33. 
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This is what FBI Agents Sibert and O'Neill reported on the day after the autopsy, one day before the final autop:4 report was completed. ',4hi1e they were reporting the fact thet no outlet for the back wound could be found at the autopsy, Jr. Eumes was learning (for the first time, he says) that there was a bullet wound in tili: front of the Iseck that had to be accounted for. (The first line of this communication is in error. The autopsy was eeralucted on the eyelin; of i.ovember 22.) See p. 76. 
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nim,...tely 3 p.m. on 3:o7cr 22, 
anneancod azaaaalnar.L.on, it 

c7r, 	t:so Pro:iont't 
tho 	hat:: to 	 ..7oree 
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han,..7:c any mat:era which 	 r.thl 
tho Fado:%al Bureau of 	 was 	"hat a larco 	aath 

!:traonnel a:al.:nod to the 	would coni;r:,..-,ate at 
0::...frations to witneaa the 1Lna.lnz or thiJ 

Lt. Col. 	T. .EST, Direatar cr Law Enfo7ecmant End 
Luourity, advised to President': pl=ne would arrive at 

.su'zcecucat:.y, Col. BZ.';17 advized that the ,plene 
woc arrIve Et 6:05 p.m. 
At a7prozi=ately 5:55 p.m. ar.onta were advised throuzh the 

Realdent Azency ;hat the Bureau had Inatn=ted th.-Lt the E7,cnts acccmpany the tody to the Natienel 
Xa4leal Center, Bethesda, Maryland, to atay w:th the tad:, 
and to estei:1 ui.ct 	eportedly In xi:a Proalc:ent , a bedy. 

'="edietely econts centacted Mr. .7.".2.21'S :=.CULE.Y, tho Directo? 
of the U. S. Secret Service, Identified themaelvca En:1 made 
Er. ECWLEY aware of our arcrenentio=ed Instraction. Immediately 
roIlowinz the plane's lar.dir-, Mr. ECWL1-.*: arrar -ed coatinz for 	ents in the thir: car or the tit. 	etoroada 
whleh followed the ambulance Coinc: the ?ro:Ident'a body 
to the Naval Medical Center, Zethesda, Maryland. 

Cn arrival at the Medical Center, the amtulance etcp:7.oZ. in 
-frOn'.-  of the main entrance, at which time Mrs. ZAS■'.7.Y.:1.:= 2, .:77..7 and Attorney General n,a..a.nT 7..-ENN2C7 embar.. fro= the ae:.u.lence Lnd entered the h=ldln:3. The L.m.x.:lance waa there-
after driTc:n around to the r%:ar entrante wh,:re tha Pdentle 
'tcdy wea rzeve.5 and ta:ton int: an Eutopay rcan. 
aZer.t5 	-`ed In the movinz of the can!cet to tho autopsy 
roam. A ticht aecurity wee iamediatnly placed around the 
auto7cy re= ty the Naval facility and tho U. S. S'Ac -o: Service. Dureau ozente oado contact with Mr. Roy ISLI=FXAN, the 
Aesiatent Eccrat Service P•ent In Chute of the White Xcuee 

advfnc-d 	cr thn ?urevu'a Interert In thia catter.  

This is tilbert and O'Neill 's report on their observation of the autopsy. It was not 
published by the Commission, and is contraaictary of Limy vital eleoents of the official 
case. See pp. 24, 42. 
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;.-arzonnal pr event derinz 	 I. 

The fo:lowing individealo attended the 

Adm. C. B. ECLI=WZ, U. S. Navy, Co==din: Off:_cer 
o: the U. S. Nava: Nadtcal Cu:ent, 1.4.:thezda; 

Adm. 32RXLEY, U. 5. Navy, tho Ircoidontlo parzonal 
phyaician; 

CemranUer JAMZS J. :::;.r'-S, Chlef 2atholog.Lat, 2.atheada 
Naval Hoor.ital, who con lotted aatopsy; 

Capt. ;AXES H. STONER, JR., Cemmemding Cfficer, U. L. 
Naval. Medical Schcol, Eat :each; 

Mr. JOHN T. STRINCZR, at., Medleal photocrapher; 

JAMES H. EEZRSOLE; 

LLOYD E. RAISE: 

J. T. BOZWELL; 

J. G. RUDNICKI; 

PAUL K. O'CONNOR; 

J. C. JENKINS; 

JE:e.ROL P. 	TER: 

2M:A.RD F. REE

CRDSE 

 

M=LER. 

During the coarse of the autoray, Lt. Col.7.7.NCK, 	S. 
Army Armed P'crces Institute o:?atholozy, arrived to m.:at 
Commartar 	in the Eaton:y. in addition, Lt. C. 
07.2.2C zaoss and Captain 1/W1D ozscaNz, Chief cf Surzz.7, 
entered Vf.a autOpoy room. 

nn 
Mafor Zaneral VEZLE, Commandiz C-ficer. of U. Z. Xilltaz: 
Dloarlet, Washingtcn, D.C., en1;e1.:.d the Eutopty racl. to 
a:certain from the Secret Service arran,-;ementz tencern.: the 

.•C,4 co•••: 

Cate the extensive list of military personnel present at the autopsy. In fact, the 
may civilians alloeed in the room were the ieI and secret Service 	.pith all 
the doubts surrounding the autopsy and the nature and location of the .oun, only 
twee of the medical persorutel in attendance .ere lolled to testify before the Cocois- 
den. The failure to call Jr. Berkley (here Lesspelled "H'SRKLZY") io p.rtieularly 
aeflificant since he was in the motorcade dtu-inz the assassination, preent .with the 
resident at .e.irkland Hospital, in attendance at the autopsy, certified that the :res-
Want was shot in the beck, and trans:zitted the elesing autopsy notes to the Secret 
service. an obviously vital witneos, he is not even mentioned in the Report. tee 
314Jter 28. 
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who was inctructed that thin had 1-.,ca r_mavea from  
dent': skull. It-ed•-"'y this neetiOn or 	 • 
at which time it wao detetmiael by Dr. 	tntt 	corner 
of this section revealed minute metal particle.:  
Of this same a•ma Gleclsncci a chippinz of tha 	pertion 
of this pleee, both of which lndicatea that thi: haa 
the point or exit of.eite bullet cate-rnz 

Ca the basis of the latter tt:o develop-tents, Dr. 1= 
stated that the pattern t:as clear that the c b*.illst had 
entered the ?resident's back azd had wor:tad its 	e: the 
body Curing - external cardiac massaze and that a 	htzh 
velocity bullet had entered the rear of the 	 had 
fragmentized prior to 	thro...lzh the to of t:ts 
le further pointed 	that X-Ray:3 had discloste 

.fracturcs In the cr:ntal area w:Llch he attributed to the 
fore generated by t. - 	of of the bullet in t.t: Ita3saze 
thrcuzh the brain area. H2 attributed the death ef the PIN:nide:It 
to a gunnhot wound in the head. 

She followinz is a co=plete listinz of photozra:thn and 7...F.ays. 
ta:cen by the medical vitheritic: Gf the Presideat'a be.y. 
They were turned over to :h.FM XDLLZ.F1.:.:: of  
Ea:vice. X-Rays were devele:-..cd by the hoz7,itel, 
the photographs were delivered so Sasret Darvleu 

11 X-fiays 
22 x 5 colcr. r.hotcrrhs 
18 4 x 5 block and 	7heto.7raphs 

roll cf 120 film cchtainini. five c;:pocures 

• stated there ite= could be 	'e 
to tht FBI upon requet.s. The partisn of tn.,  .:_:1 	 :$k 

6.5 centimeters was atlatainad in the cu;:.:* of !It-. 
• stated that it alaa cculd bi ma:, 	 for 

furthar examination. Th.:. .:o metal 
the b-rain area were hand cried by .V.r.  
tc 	FL: 1:_bor:.tory 	e1 	 zhc 
were turned over to L ICI :xarrla. 

- - 

,C.°. 

7.71 

• 

'..'he Zo:JLizziOrl'S published record howherc reflects that Dr. Humes felt it "clear" as 	. 
of the sdC,ht of tia,  uetop.;y that the lullet chtLxim: the back tr,e Lot exited. Instead, 
the e,:ort sozerts that ilusez fully traced the bullet path 1.1.rcugh to the front of the 	i 
neck :Ind twi KJ,: hymathesic "cchan:ea" when kw learned of the frunt neck wound the 	1 

of (.. short penetrAlon by the bullet in the ;pack (HU8). '.he authors of the Report bed 
di roved that thecae next a4,./ from Dr. Ferry. "iurther csi.lorution during the autopsy 

to knoa thi4 uuu f(.1e, and perthw.; thit is 4:hy tabert and U'Deill were Lever called 	a 
, to testify. 

note also Aellerhs"la aw,uraLce that the rictuses end a-rays were available to 
the .7'41, contrary to the efficial fiction. 

Oa :bre!. 
O'Neill slid %horn 
to 14:45 nzt. 

nA 
nutzttatial effort 
ECanctiFte body t4. 
catered ttic bps:kn.  
by W.41 
Imen ft=c4 .t. of 
entertel zeart auc 
:A nib=  
Vol. it11.01ct bad ' 
Sltert reLvice.thn. 

disc-m(11am o• f t.c 
the bakty ty =tom 
ttr :Lain:: of tie 
could ealltty 
ndomeittl WI-arta 
Lwaeitt.t t.:(cor. 
t'an tul-lat 	the ( 
eastactheetztiaEt. 
uh1.71 e dectri.vd 
tint he le trzre 
erireaml t•Le 
ctcst:cart 

t4o InsocrAce a ex 
I rtino 

intyrrIctrn of ALAI: 
=Tort uhiel 

5/1.1 Cite; 
nal Crecr faram1.14. 
tt tic 4,0Argzy. :v 
nate on Zrdle:trt:0( 
and cllzo ttat 

Altheei,h the donnirsio: 
the record. Yro(i the 
thee. See 	loft. 
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rnrn al carLine maza,!"e k'nA 	• entlt.ely poezlble werl. 	f.tz way  C4 :ellen on the 

•:.utonzy, a pf_dee a= :tit tr-,ous;ht. 	7

▪  

,:;;;--,:s r.,̂ moved. frpe 	Prc-• - )n 	 X-Ray:4 ' . 

	

	that or.C.' corner part:IC:A:anaptetioa  ; o: the te:r„ portLon thzt 
";.•,' 

.tents, D. Ir..7-177.: r.o ono 	

• 

had or*.sed 	out c.7 tho ad. ".;hat a z.ec.e.ri. t the 	ar..L had top of 
df.r.c:.ozed 
atzr....'et:ted to the 17. 	:`..n 	7.a.szaze the death e: the ?rest 

X-1,itys 
the Detre:: 

-newavcr, 
er.Leve.lopee.:: 

:c 
7 

Zr.r. 

the 	an!. 

Humes felt it "clear' ee 
act: hmi hot 0)i tad. Instead, 
thrcuch to the frcnt of the 
thy: front neck wound the 

sutopav dis?rovcd that theeria 
le autnore of the Report had 

:,ever celled 

x-r.:s were available to 

1"O'. J. Loo 
Fixet4 	Arlon spode= 

12t.mvic-tr Of ra Accnth Prece7.1. et. AtttoX7 

Oa :bath W., 1704., I lotervleved t■pect-.1 Pgc.r.t.3 	X. °tuella sad Jvcea V. rite rt is Cy ot:lae froo awroalzxttely 	o.o. to ite.it;i 

Lod r.1 	ektrlaexl. t.`na taro r...ttopol cr..7_17--ens olgotrratiora eftorto to detcratae iS V.rre una n 	itteoz.:.:!eut Kaziedz:sa by to ext.1,1r-ta 	L-7,-...x11 to Vie bullet st.,1,..1; olskyLveatly eatered 	benk of Lla •Zmy etatarl that t!..ro 	 encx-ers.lad ;7,7 tr. a Caere-.later illnez v 	Lt. Cal. 	 tztrj.t. lo•ve beg= tm-erd fa•?. of t:.4 Lae:. or the 1,,re:-..ttlentia ticre4 upon nn-11.7.1.:..t.ml or enternel wart =cox. 'if.ry otate.1 Vet 	 %Az navr.a;:r.: c+1. c+1 the nu 1.1.1,oxatar7 	talkte. 	?ZULU= -Jo • n Italet !mil ?ran ttr.rd ori a al.retchra ct itIr1ar..o1 filbert reLN.:,te that larorcatIoo to the dootero. 
31. 0'11011 w.,4 rilkert adv1711 2:zit t;us,..0441 oat rr72.1 dloweealto at t.z t'aoori cant the blact 	 fosree..1 text tf the lady ty wctornal coxttla-: rxe..soco %rat!' after 	recur-Led the 	of tie bullet an the otn--:cl_wv; hawverr 	r:a**-=4 ctruld 	 rule cre.. the ;oesthilit,7 that z.r.h s ocivesiocAl prior to 'Vat t Lac, 	onel =za-rai.x.:1 the ortia*.= Can. he thst t:e=tr.r 	earL:cot.actl after Intitztt.t,.= 	 ntol,t Vett tulle. (la tce atrote:x:1% 	Other:: revisN.1- tkst. 	a:ha *.s; a=1.-sc Vacs eutcsks;.,. LI1 0133!..11 	 .14 tree ori.,-; A CC :1"441-3, ttael i c de.Strked ester 1110 reTort use illetatod. 	O vik.12J. that 	is 	 ootco vrill out 'e.ave o:tova b:s•-1 	rtet.;rs crivea.W. 'Le txr.ttrt t'.-st the to 	r1; :t tare -cv Scrovhl act ---t1 boort =mice, is relation to V* tine that t.,Nt, leer .g...; at Vre 	otr theco the Part: L=1 Jba-pital ctretcbcr. 

I r.Laa crieatIctiel 	f.1.!..1csrt e--ad 1 011b!..11 :1"yat Izt="neye. of ;La: Zeller:1ra c4 Crucr act Vie particza of V.: r:z mart s4lieh rallaio= and Oreer 	mr.e.t.ttod. 
riA3 nibert 	 etnte.1 tizt 	1.7AcIs(2t=..•ei.!::".711.er-vrt Cal Omer talsrt.U,7 oa 	 LX,3, e=3 	t:ma aray at etc AACTA:".f. M °Teal 4;Vdc-el tit he is eart..,.th 	n -er..rt-tstia :rite (xi 	atr_te- 	'act the i•Tif-euG said 'tet = 	:•acp1t-bl - Sad olao that it3. rcona2;aoi4 "Ob, no." fl.*4 Wren]. atoteg.'. t.:v:t he %fa 

althouji the Comnirsion never s:oke to Sibert and 	Aria.. Specter did---off 
the record. Fro', the wiFuuliv.hed filez, this is hi* accost of :Au CohvJrzation with them. See 	76ff. 
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This is the front s--de cr the or.e-psee death certificate execated by the Presidentla 
physician, Admiral Burkley. Ito existen,-e we known to the Com.Licsim, which had 
copies of the receipts for its tet.nsmittal to the Secret Sez.nrice. &never, the Coo-. 
mission never asked for said never mceiveli a cou. The official certificate of death 
would seem to be funclawental tc a invelltigstion of a carder, but not so far as the 
Warren CoarzissiaTk +.[15 concerned. lied the Cce..:-.1asion put this certificnte in its rec 
it could not have written the Revert. as the next OSP* tAlf.eft cleAr. 
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P4.'..- This is the reverse side of the Certificate of Death wherein Admiral Burkley, present - A at the autopsy, reports with assurance and precision that the President had received a -.-: 	wound "in the posterior back at about the level of the third thoracic vertebra." It  
is significant that Barkleyrovided this description on November gl, for it was not 
until the following day, the gith, that he saw and "verified" Dr. Foowell's ailllax locating of the wound on a body chart, reproduced at p. 310. For a depiction of the 
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These are the "artist's 

representation of the 

President's wounds. Com-

pare  thorn with the autopsy 

chart on the opposite page, 

which clearly shows that 

the rear wound was in the 

back, not the neck. The 

FBI report also locates 

this wound in the back 

(see pacx, 195) and civea 

not this flat angle but 

one of 45 to 60 deGrees. 
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Knowig the Conmission would not put the autopsy pictures in its record, the doctors , 
had drawinas ends to depict the Tresident's wounds. CE's 335 and 3t16 were prepared in 
Karch 1964 under Rumen' murervislnn. These illustrations deliberately misrepresent 
the back wound as a neck wound, a discrepancy of wldch the doctors and the Corciission- j 

 had to be aware. Barkley and Boswell hod originally located the back wound at the 
level of the third thoracic vertebra, depicted on the skeletal chart here. The voundi  
in the neck depicted in CE 3& is markedly higher than the third thoracic vertebra. e. 
The imcediate nignificnnce of this information is that a bullet entering the back at . 
third thoracic vertebra and traveling at a downward angle could not emerge at the 	4- 
front of tLe throat, thus proving the autopsy report and the Warren Report wrong. 
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s next paragraph says no more than that the summary use "p14, m the statements of several physicians". These ststemente a to the Commission and published by it. The third paragra explains why three copies were kept locally. And the conclusion is expression of condolences. 
That this was eliminated in favor of an inaccurate statement that has been snipped up first, was irrelevant and its antecedents hi den, is a simplistic example of the kind of investigation this was,. with hiding so much the norm that it was done without sense or reason even when there was nothing to be hidden. 
If this is innocence, here innocence ends. That "lost" FBI re-ceipt withheld from me for more than three years during which its ex=. istence was repeatedly denied, that receipt missing from the Committal.° files and not mentioned or addressed in all its work, is a receipt for the non-existent. It also leaves without a receipt what does exist.. The poor Xerox copy of unknown generation reeds, in full: 
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Tot 	Ceptain J. H. STM-11, Jr., Coevanfnee Officzr, U. S. CavA. redid School, National Vavalredical Center, tether-4a, Mary1:::td 
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CE843 

1. We hereby acknowledce receipt of a nisslo removed by Come.anL'or JaTzts J. Riga; EC, USU on this dato. 
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Now, it happens that the official version is built around the claim that no "miasle" was recovered from the body. 
I got this receipt from the Secret Service. I asked the Arad vist to see the "miselle" it covered, he being the official custodian'. of all the records and his agency the legal inheritor of the Warren Commission's records. He suggested "CE843 consiata'of bullet fragments recovered during the autopsy, and there is information concerning a re ceipt given for these fragments by the FBI on page 284 of CD 7 and page 4 of CE387. We can show you this exhibit in the National Archives. We have no other information relating to a missile recovered during the autopsy." 

His first reference is to the Sibert-O'Neill report, which has fascinated me since I discovered it in the spring of 1966. The reader:: is already familiar with this report and the various FBI interprets-tions   of it. CE387 is the typed version of the autopsy report (16H978- 83). 

"Fragments" is accurate, but misleading. In CE843 supposedly -4. 
two tiny particles of metal are stored on cotton in a small plastic container. The Commission published a picture, with the container lid removed (17E841). The published exhibit list (17HXXIII) also nays two. But the picture seems to show three. 
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Why there were the telephone calls from the Naval Hospital to 
Pall as* 

And, above all, why the photographs and X_ rays and the spec t=33_ 
graphic analysis are not only not in the twenty_six volumes appended 
to the Report, but are not even exhibits in the Conraissiongs record-,  

Are these really questions.,  
Is there, in fact, now any basic question other than who the 

assassins are 
And have we anything less than the most odious event in our 

national history? 

Excerpts from the FBI report 

I. THE ASSASSINATION 

President John Fitzgerald Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, 

Texas, at approximately 12:29 p.m. (CST) on November 22, 1963. 

At the time, the President was en route from Love Field to the 

Trade Mart in Dallas to address a luncheon sponsored by several 

Civic groups. Among those in the 	torcade with the President were 

Street (Exhibit 1), three shots rang out. Two bullets struck 

president Kennedy, and one wounded Governor Connally. The 

President, who slumped forward in the car, was rushed to Parkland 

• 

Immediately after President Kennedy and Governor Connally 

were admitted to Parkland Memorial Hospital, a bullet was found on 

one of the stretchers. Medical examination of the President's body 

revealed that one of the bullets had entered just below his shoulder 

to the right of the spinal column at an angle of 95 to 60 degrees downward, 

that there was no point of exit, and that the bullet was not in the body. 

An examination of this bullet by the FBI Laboratory determined that 

it had been tired from the rifle owned by Oswald. (Exhibit 23) 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Civil Action No. 75-226 

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES T. TAGUE 

1. My name is James T. Tague. I live at 14324 Shoredale Lane, Dallas, 

Texas. I am the Fleet Sales Manager of Steakley Chevrolet, Inc., at 

6411 East Northwest Highway, Dallas, Texas, an automobile dealership 

which employs over 200 people. 

2. I am the bystander mentioned in the Warren Commission Report as 
having received a minor wound in the shooting that killed President 

John Kennedy and seriously wounded then Texas Governor John Connally. 

3. The place at which the assassination occurred is known as Dealy 

Plaza. It is bounded on the north by Elm Street, on the south by 

Commerce Street, with Main Street between them. At that time, Elm 

Street was a one-way street headed west and Commerce Street was a one-

way street headed east. These three streets flow together at the west 

end of Dealy Plaza at what is known as the "Triple Underpass," formed 

by bridges and an excavation to permit traffic to flow underneath the 

wide railroad tracks. 

4. At shortly before 12:30 p.m., Dallas time, on November 22, 1963, 

I was driving east on Commerce Street, in the northern (left) lane. As 

I was about to emerge from under the triple underpass, I was blocked by 

stopped traffic. I left my car and was standing on the north side of 

Commerce Street between Commerce Street and Main Street, when the 

Presidential motorcade was going west on Elm Street. 

5. As the motorcade came down Elm Street, I heard a noise that at 

first, sounded like an exploding firecracker. As I was looking around 

Dealy Plaza, trying to determine what it was that I had heard, I heard 

the sounds of the second and third shots. I saw people throwing them-

selves to the ground. I reacted by stepping behind a pillar of the 
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Triple Underpass. As I emerged from behind this pillar, a man, whom 

I later determined to be Deputy Sheriff Eddy R. "Buddy" Walthers, ran 

up to me and asked me if I had seen what had happened. After I told 

him that I did not know what had happened, we walked to where a small 

crowd had gathered around a motorcycle policeman. A man was exclaiming, 

"His head exploded! His head exploded! The President's head ex-

ploded!" At this point, Deputy Sheriff Buddy Walthers said that I had 

blood on my cheek. It was at this time that I remembered something had 

stung me on my cheek during the shooting. We walked back toward the 

place I had been standing. When we were approximately 30 to t10 feet 

from this point, Mr. Walthers exclaimed, "Look there, on the curb." 

There was a very fresh mark on the curb, which appeared to have been 

caused by a bullet. I recall that other officers came up and inspected 

this impact point. I recall that the motorcycle policeman called in on 

his police radio the fact that I had received a slight wound. I was the.  

sent to the Homicide Section of the Dallas Police Department to give my 

statement. A homicide officer, whose name I do not recall, took my 

statement. 

6. While this officer was taking my statement, Lee Harvey Oswald was 

brought into the adjoining cubicle, where there were many other police 

officers. 

7. Since then, I have never seen the statement prepared by this 

homicide officer. 

8. I later learned that on November 23, 1963, Deputy Sheriff Walthers 

took two photographers to the spot where I had been standing in Dealy 

Plaza and they photographed the curbstone, showing the point of im-

pact from which I was wounded. 

9. I now am not certain whether it was a fragment of bullet or a 

fragment of concrete that sprayed from the impact that caused my 

minor wound. 

10. Because this was an event of some importance, I made some notes 

at that time, thinking that in the future, they might be of some in-

terest to my children. I have also saved a few news stories. 
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11. I thought it was strange that with an extensive official in- 

vestigation going on, that no FBI agent ever spoke to me when the 

fact of my minor wound was on the police radio and in police reports 

and when a picture of the impact on the curbstone had been printed 

in Dallas newspapers. A copy of one that I preserved is attached 

as Exhibit "A". This is one of the photographs taken on November 23, 19 

by Tom Dillard, of the Dallas Morning News. 

12. The next month, on December 13, 1963, after a news story headlined 

"Questions Raised on Murder Bullets" appeared in the Dallas Morning News 

I phoned the FBI. It then interviewed me the following day. 

13. This news account goes into a question that perplexed me, in 

addition to the lack of official interest in a first-person account of 

some of the firing during the assassination. It is with President 

Kennedy's having received a fatal wound and a non-fatal wound and 

Governor Connally's having been wounded in three different parts of his 

body and with only three shots fired, what caused my wound when I was 

twice as far from the place the shots ware said to have come from as 

the Presidential car was? 

14. Because of the manner in which I preserved this news account, it 

did not keep in good condition. I have asked my wife to retype it, and 

her retyped copy and a photostat of the news story are attached herein 

as Exhibit "B". 

15. While there are these and other news accounts, my own notes of 

the time and the FBI account of its interview with me all refer to a 

chipping of the curbstone, I now have no independent recollection of a 

chipped point. I an absolutely without doubt that there was a very 

visible mark and that Deputy Sheriff Walthers saw it from a distance. 

16. All accounts are as this news story expressed it, "freshly made." 

17. Harold Weisberg showed me a copy of the FBI's account of its 

December 1L, 1963, interview with me on June 10, 1977. A copy of this 

report is attached, marked Exhibit "C". A sentence in it that refers 

to this and to what I then said about it reads, "He did look around 
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the curb and near where he was standing, there was a chi
p missing, 

which he stated looked fresh." 

18. Mr. Weisberg has also shown me another two-page document
, 

identified as Pages 32 and 33 of CR 1245. It is not dat
ed. It 

purports to be what a Dallas Times Herald reporter named
 Jim Lehrer 

told FBI Agent Alfred C. Ellington. The initials at the 
top are "RPG". 

Mr. Weisberg has informed me that these are the initials
 of a since-

retired agent, Robert P. Gamberling, who compiled and rew
rote reports 

in the FBI's Dallas Field Office. 

19. This document, attached as Exhibit "D", appears to b
e about twice 

as long as the FBI report that is Exhibit "C". I note th
at it contain: 

no mention of any evidence of the shooting in the assassi
nation and 

appears to be an effort to attack my credibility, without
 so stating. 

While it refers to what is called "his story" it makes no me
ntion of 

the information I gave the FBI earlier or of the many,  ,independent 

confirmations of it in current news accounts quoting poli
ce officials 

or to the statement the Dallas police took from me the af
ternoon of 

the day of the assassination. 

20. Aside from being what I regard as a prejudicial account
, the FBI 

never checked with me if there is inaccuracy, whether or 
not intended 

prejudicially, in describing me as a "used car salesman" 
in the third 

paragraph. I have had a 16-year career in new car sales 
and fleet 

sales management. My specialty is fleet sales throughout
 the United 

States and abroad. These range from the sale of fleets o
f vans that 

are bullet-proofed in Dallas and are sent throughout the 
United State: 

as the vehicles of the Purolator Armored Car Service, to
 foreign ord: 

in the hundreds, including some that because of domestic 
business 

conditions, were too large to be contracted profitably. 

21. Mr. Lehrer's account of his interview with me app
eared in the 

Dallas Times Herald of June 5, 1964. It is attached herein as 

Exhibit "E". It states nothing that is alleged in the RP
G report, 

Exhibit "D"; suggests nothing of the sort; and, in fact, 
says exactly 

the opposite of my being a self-seeker, or a publicity se
eker: 



35. While after 13 years I am not certain about the nature of the 

visible point of impact on the curbstone, I am certain of the words 

of my testimony quoted in the Warren Report on this, "That there was 

a mark quite obviously that was a bullet, and it was very fresh." 

CITY OF DALLAS 

COUNTY OF DALLAS, TEXAS 

Before me this 	// 	day of 	crL5 	, 1977, 

deponent JAMES T. TAGUE has appeared and signed this affidavit, first 

having sworn that the statements made therein are true. 

My commission expires 9i /9'7f  

 

 

 

NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF DALLAS, TEXAS 
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thing about the fact that he was going to the Cuban Embassy about a visa, she 
doesn't know that he planned to go to Cuba. That whole episode is entirely 
unknown to her, and yet he has some note in this little notebook that he had 
in which he has a silver bracelet that has a name Marina on it that apparently 
is Mexican, characteristically Mexican bracelet, and he (192) went to, appar-
ently, a bull fight and Jai alai and other things down there, according to his 
little notebook, and it is difficult to believe that he could be gone that long 
from her and come back and she would never ask him where he had been, and 
if he gave her this bracelet which she never says that she ever received, but we 
are going to have to ask her about all of that, how she could have not known 
something that was going on about that. 

In addition to that, there is this Spanish dictionary, and the books 
about Spanish where he was trying to learn Spanish, although he had known 
some•Spanish before he went to Russia, and we are trying to run that down 
to find out what he studied at the Monterey School of the Army in the way 
of languages because she used to make fun of him, according to some of their 
Russian friends, about his pronunciation of Spanish words, and he was very 
clumsy at it, and was embarrassed by her making jokes about that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: How would she know that, that he was mispro-
nouncing Spanish words? She couldn't speak Spanish. She couldn't even 
speak English, she spoke Russian. How would she know that, I wonder. 

MR. RANKIN: There is no explanation of her friends saying, and it is 
possible she got that from her other Russian friends, but there is no indica-
tion that they were Spanish-speaking so far as anything we have. 

( 193) THE CHAIRMAN: Of course there are so many Spanish-speak-
ing people down in Texas. 

MR. RANKIN: In the area. 
THE CHAIRMAN: That she might have gotten it from someone else. 
MR. RANKIN: Then there is a great range of material in regard to the 

wounds, and the autopsy and this point of exit or entrance of the bullet in 
the front of the neck, and that all has to be developed much more than we 
have at the present time. 

We have an explanation there in the autopsy that probably a fragment 
came out the front of the neck, but with the elevation the shot must have 
come from, and the angle, it seems quite apparent now, since we have the pic-
ture of where the bullet entered in the back, that the bullet entered below 
the shoulder blade to the right of the backbone, which is below the place 
where the picture shows the bullet came out in the neckband of the shirt in 
front, and the bullet, according to the autopsy didn't strike any bone at all, 
that particular bullet, and go through. 
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So that how it could turn and— 
REP. BOGGS: I thought I read that bullet just went in a finger's length. 
MR. RANKIN: That is what they first said. They reached in and they 

could feel where it came, it didn't go any further than that, about part of the 
finger or something, part of the autopsy, and then they proceeded to recon-
struct where they thought (194 ) the bullet went, the path of it, and, which is, 
we have to go into considerable items and try to find out how they could re-
construct that when they first said that they couldn't even feel the path be-
yond the part of a finger. 

And then how it could become elevated; even so it raised rather than 
coming out at a sharp angle that it entered, all of that, we have to go into, 
too, and we are asking for help from the ballistic experts on that. 

We will have to probably get help from the doctors about it, and find 
out, we have asked for the original notes of the autopsy on that question, 
too. 

Now, the bullet fragments are now, part of them are now, with the 
Atomic Energy Commission, who are trying to determine by a new method, 
a process that they have, of whether they can relate them to various guns 
and the different parts, the fragments, whether they are a part of one of the 
bullets that was broken and came out in part through the neck, and just what 
particular assembly of bullet they were part of. 

They have had it for the better part of two and a-half weeks and we 
ought to get an answer. 

So the basic problem, what kind of a wound it is in the front of the 
neck is of great importance to the investigation. 

We believe it must be related in some way to the three sheets from the 
rear. 

SEN. COOPER: You mean in the back? 
(195) MR. RANKIN: One, or something from a shot at the top of the 

head. 

MR. McCLOY: It is possible that the third shot could have had a frag-
mentation. 

SEN. COOPER: One doctor, as I remember, projected manual massage. 
to resuscitate him, that would cause the bullet to come back out of the back. 
Do you remember that? 

SEN. RUSSELL: Have you collected these charges against the raw 
material in here? 

MR. RANKIN: I haven't, we may. 
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MR. HAWKS: Let- me have your attention, please. 
You wanted to tall; to some of the attending • physicians. I have two o2 them here, Dr. Malcolm Perry,. an attend/rig surgeon here at the Parkland EemorAal Hospital. 

.E3 w111- talk to you first, and than Dr. Kemp Clark, the 	. 
chief neurosurgeon hero at the hospital. Be will tell you what be, knows about it.' Dr. Parry. 

• • 
• Q. Were you in attendance when the President died? 

• Q. Let him tell his story. 
DR. MALCOLM PERRY: I was summoned to the Emergedcy. 

Room shortly after the President was brought in, on an 	. 
emergency basis, immediately after the President's arrival: 
Upon reaching his side, I noted that be was in critical condition from a wound of the neck and of the bead. Immediate 
resuscitative measures -- 

• . Q. Would you go slower? 

• DR. PERRY: I noted be was in a critical condition • 
from.the wound in the neck and the bead. 

Q.' Could that be dine by one shot? 
DR. PERRY: I cannotkconjecture. I don't know. 
Q. A would of the neck and of the -- 

' DR. PERRY: -- of the b ead.. Tmmediate resuscitative 
measures were undertaken, and Dr. Kemp Clark, Professor of Yeurosurgery, was summoned, along with several other members 
of the surgical and Medical staff They arrived immediately, 
but at this point the President's condition did not allow 
complete resuscitation. 	 . 	• • 

• 
Q.Wbat do you mean by "complete resuscitation"? • 

at the time these measures were begun. 

. 	. DR. PERRY: Be was critically ill and moribund 

	

Q. Completely ill and wbatl 	 
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Q. Where was the entrance wound? • 	— -4 

DR. PERRY: There was an entrance'vound in'tbe neck. 
An regards the one on the head, I cannot nay.' 	": • 

Q. Which way was the bullet coning on the neck 
wound? At 'him? 	 • 

• 

DR. PERRY: It appeared to be coming at him. 

• .!. 	' Q. And the one behind? 

DR. PERRY: The nature of the wound defies the 
ability to dec•cribe whether it went through it from either nide. I cannot tell you that.  Can you, Dr. Clark? 	. 

• - • • 
DR. CLARK: The bead wound could have been either 

• 
the exit wound from the neck or it could have been a tangential wound, as it was simply a.la:-:ge, gaping loss of tissue. 

Q. That was the immediate cause Of death -- the head wound? • 

DR. CLARK: I assume so;,yes. 

. Q. There is a rttAor that Lyndon Johnson had a heart attack, and I r.ild.lika to check that out. 

DR. CLARK: I have no information. 

- R. HAWKS: I don't believe these gentlemen were in attendance with the Vice President. 

Q. Where was he when- this was going on? 

MR. HAWKS:.  That is not the question you should put to this doctor. 
• ; 

Q. Can you tell us where he is? 

MR. HAWKS; I can't now, but Ur. Kilduff will be 'available later and we rill take those details then. 

Q. We can't bear you. 

MR. HAWKS: The; are asking where the Vice President was, but I don't know at the moment. That is not the proper question to put to these gentlemen. They were busy with the President at the time. 

Q. Where was Yrs. Kennedy?.  

ER. HAWKS: I don't know that detail either. As you 
might suspect, we were all busy around here. 

Q. Can't we clear this up just a little more? 
In your estimation, was there one or two wounds? 'Just give 
us something. 

DR. PERRY: I don't know. From the injurylAt is 
• 
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he &AFIRE' c.Frtg,iu;."  did you personally return to Wnshington, D,C.7 led on Air Force 1 with the President's remnine. 
It npproximately whnt time did you leave DnlIns to fly hack? Wive to look in my repute to Ray exactly. I would hnve P. Two something hut I don't remember. 
ni have any Ides of the time you arrived in the Wnehlngton 

Mr. flnern. i believe It was 0 or 0:15. As I say 1 hove It in my reports but I hnren't looked at the times recently. 
Mr. Ser.urren. Where did you arrive In the 1VnshIngt 	n rya ? Mr. aneset. At Andren-s Air Force Dime. 
Mr. Sererren. Whet did you do next In ronneet inn with this !natter? Mr. CI ItP.KR. 1 helped to get the cnsltet out of the plane, ntel put it Into n Navy renbillnitre and then I drove thnt Nary entimInnee to Ilethemln Mum] Center. Mr. Sereven. What (1111 you do upon arriving nt the Belle-min Nnvnt Center? Mr. Chem. I stayed in while the autopsy was being performed, I stayed In the entopsy room with Mr. Kellerman and the doctors and the people who were In there. I slnytel in there and observed what was necessary that I entild do. Mr. Seenree. Were any Secret Service Agents present henitlem you and Mr. Kellerman? 

Mr. Gerrit. No, sir. 
Mr. Sm.:even. At the autopsy? 
Mr. Caere. There may !mire been, Mr. 11111 may have COMP In and out but he didn't litny there. Mr. Ticilentine and I elnyed pertnnnently tile whale time there. There zany have been, Mr. 1111! may hero come In there end have gone back out but he didn't stay in there. 
Mr. Seecven. During the course of the autopsy did you hear any doctor any anything about the wound on the right side of Mr. Kennedy's beck? Mr. °nem. That was the first time that I lind ever seen It, when the doctors were performing the autopsy, they saw this hole In the right shoulder or back of the hend, and In the back, and that wan the first / had known that he wee ever shot there, and they brought it to our ntteniinn or diecuseted It there n little bit, Mr. Sreceret. Whet conversation NV/19 there concerning the wound on the right brick? 

Mr. Gingen. Well, the doctors and people who were performing the autopsy, when they turned the body apparently over they discovered that this wound was in the hack, and they thought that they prohnbly could get a bullet out of there, and It took n lot of—then they took mere X-rnys, they took n lot of X-reye, we incited nt them end couldn't find the trace of any bullet anywhere in the X-rays at ail, nothing showed on the X-rays where this bullet or lead could here gone. 
Mr. Serec-ree. Approximntely where in the President's bnck was the bullet hole? Mr. Garen. It wna, to the best of icy recollection It wee, back here,  just In On soft part of that shoulder. 
Mr. Sneers. Indicating the upper right shoulder n ren ? Mr. Cterdt. Upper right, yes. 
Mr. Sreeren. Wan there any effort made to probe that wound by any doctor? Mr. ORrER. I believe, yes, I believe the doctors probed to see if they could find that there was a bullet there. 
Mr. Seeeeen. Do you know which doctor that was? 
Mr. Geern. No, sir ; I don't, I don't hnve their names at this time. Mr. Sescvan. Did any doctor make any statement about the results of his probing effort? 
Mr. Germ I questioned one of the doctors in there Mena Dint, and when we found out that they hod found n bullet in Dnline, I questioned lite doctor about It and he said if they were using pressure on the chest that It Could very well hare been, come back out, where It went in nt, that in what they said at the time. (At lids point, Representative Ford entered the hen ring room.) Mr. Stumm. Was nnything ettid about any channel being present in the body ter the bullet to have gone on through the back? 
Mr. Gegen. No, sir; I hadn't beard nnything like that, any trace of it going on through. 

127 



Page Five of Statement of Special Agent Clinton J. Hill, dated Nov. 30, 1963. 

We departed Parkland Uemoriel Hospital at 2:04 p.m. SA Lawson rode in the Della, Police Department Lead Car. A Secret Service follow-up car followed immediately behind the hearse. The motorcade arrived at Air Force One, Love Field, at 2:14 p.m. 

At 2:18 p.m. the casket wan placed aboard Air Force One with Mrs. Keane. accompanying it. Thu casket was situated in the left rear corner of the aircraft. where four OORL3 had been removed. Mrs. Kennedy eat in one of the two seate immediately across the aisle from the casket. 

The aircraft Could not immediately depart because Vice-President Johnson-had to be sworn in as the 36th President of the United States and it was necessary.' to wait for a Judge to arrive to do this. All personnel on Air Force One includiai.  Mrs. Kennedy were requested to witness the swearing in ceremony which took place in the Presidential Compartment of Air Force One at 2:38  p.m.  I also attended. 
I departed Love Field, Dallas, aboard Air Force One at 2:47 p.m. en route to Andrew, Air Force Base, Maryland. I arrived at Andrew': Air Force Base !f at 5:58 p.m. I assisted in moving the casket bearing the President's body from Air Force One to a U. S. Navy ambulance. Mrs. Kennedy got in the back of the ambulance with the casket as did Attorney General Robert Kennedy, who had joined Mrs. Kennedy aboard Air Force One upon arrival at Andrews Air Force Base. General:  Godfrey McHugh also rode in the back of the ambulance. The ambulance was driven by SA Greer with ASAIC Kellerman, SA Landis, and Admiral Rurkley riding in the front seat. I followed in the car immediately behind the ambulance with Dr. 	It John W. Walsh, Dave Powers, Kenneth O'Donnell and Larry O'Brien. 

The motorcade departed Andrews Air Force Base for Bethesda Naval Hospital'  Bethesda, Maryland, at 6:10 p.m. We were escorted by motorcycle police officers, The motorcade arrived Bethesda Naval Hospital at 6:55 p.m. Mrs. Kennedy, the Attorney General, SA Landis and I went immediately inside and via elevator to the ; 17th Floor of the hospital, the location of the Presidential Suite. Members of the immediate family and close friends were waiting in the :mite. 

The President's body was taken to the morgue at the hospital,accompanied l  by ASAIC Kellerman, SA Greer, and Admiral Burkley,for an autopsy. SA Landis and I secured the 17th Floor of the hospital and remained there with lira. Kennedy. established a communications system with the White }louse and handled all telephoni,, calla both incoming and outgoing, screening each and every call. Any person attempting to reach the 17th Floor was also screened. 
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At Approximately 2:45 a.m., November 23, I was requested by ASAIC Kellerman to come to the morgue to once again view the body. When I arrived the autopsy had been completed and ASAIC Kellerman, SA Greer, General McHugh and I viewed the wounds. I observed a wound about six inohee dove: from the neckline on the back just to the right of the spinal column. I observed another wound on 
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mission Exhibits Nos, 393 being the coat worn by the President, 394 being the 
shirt, and 395 being the President's tie, and at this time move for their admission 
into evidence. 

The CUAIRMAN. It may he admitted. 
(The articles of clothing referred to were marked Commission Exhibits Nos. 393, 394 and 31)5 for Identification, and received In evidence.) 
Mr. SMITHS. Taking 393 at the start, Doctor Humes, will you describe for 

the record what hole, if any, is observable In the back of that garment which would be at or about the spot you have described as being the puint of entry on the President's back or lower neck. 
Commander Humes. Yes, sir. This exhibit is a grey snit coat stated to have been worn by the President on the day of his death. Situated to the 

right of the midline high in the back portion of the coat Is a defect, one margin of which is semicircular. 
Situated above it just below the collar is an additional defect. It is our 

opinion that the lower of these defects corresponds essentially with the point 
of entrance of the missile at Point 0 on Exhibit 385. 

Mr. Secure& Would it be accurate to state that the hole which you have identliled as being the point of entry Is approximately a inches below the ten of the collar, and 2 inches to the right of the middle seam of the coat? 
Commander Rustics; That is approximately correct, air. This defect, I might 

say, continues on through the material. 
Attached to this garment is the memorandum which states that one half of the area around the hole which was presented had been removed by experts, I believe, at the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and also that a control area 

was taken from under the collar, so it is my interpretation that this defect at the top of this garment is the control area taken by the Bureau, and that the 
reason the lower detect is not more circle or oval in outline Is because a por-
tion of that defect has been removed apparently for physical examinations. 

Mr. SPE(;TER. Now, does the one which you have described as the entry of the bullet go all the way through? 
Commander HUMES. Yes, sir ; it goes through both layers. 
Mr. Seeuree. How about the upper one of the collar you have described, does that go all the way through? 
Commander Humes. Yes, sir; It goes all the way through. It -Is not—wait a minute, excuse me—it is not so clearly a puncture wound as the one below. 
Mr. SPECTER. Does the upper one go all the way through In the same course? 
Commander Humes. No. 
Mr. SPECTER, Through the Inner side as it went through the outer side? 
Commander HUMES. No, in an Irregular fashion. 	_ 
Mr. SPECTER. Will you take Conunieehm Exhibit 39-1 and describe what 'hut Is, first of all, please? 
Commander Humes, This is the shirt, blood-stained shirt, purportedly worn by the President on the day of his assassination. When viewed from behind 

at a point which corresponds essentially with the point of defect on the jacket, one sees an irregularly oval defect. 
When viewed anteriorly, with the top button buttoned, two additional defects 

are seen. Of course, with the shirt buttoned, the fly front of the shirt causes two 
layers of cloth to be present In this location, and that there is a defect in the 
Inner layer of cloth and a corresponding defect hi the outer layer of the cloth. 

Mr. Segurea. Is there any observable indication from the ilbera on the front aide of the shirt to indicate in which direction a missile might have passed through those two tears) 
Commander thaws. From an examination of these defects at this point, it 

would appear that the missile traversed these two 'ripen' from within to the exterior. 
Mr. Segcren. Would it be accurate to state that the hole in the hack of the shirt Is approximately 0 inches below the top of the collar and 2 1.11clIeS to the right of the middle seam of the shirt? 
Commander hones. That is approximately correct, sir. 
Mr. SPEcTER. Now, how, if at all, do the holes in the shirt and coat conform 
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hest you can do tralny, And I appreciate (lint, and no does the President's Com- 
mission, and that's all we cnn nsk n man. 

Mr. TOMLINSON. Yes, I'm going to tell you nil I enn, and I'm not going to 
tell you something I cilia My down nod sleep at night with either. 

Mr. Seri:Teo. Do you know where the stretcher came front (lint you found on 
the elevator? 

Mr. Toxtuseinst. Ni,, sir; I in not. It could bare come from two, It cmild 
hare come from three, It could have entire from some other place. 

Mr. Setter/M. You didn't see nnybody put It there? 
Mr. Tommsnott. No, sir—it was on the clevntnr when 'I got there. There 

wasn't anyone on the elevnlor it the time when I keyed It MT. 
Mr. Ser.ornn. And when you any "keyed II. tiff," you menu? 
Mr. Tommsnort. lilt It 111 innittint opernlIon. 
Mr. Serena. Mr. Tomlinson, does it tunke any ilifferenee In you whether 

roil sign I Ills dello:0111in tit the end nr not? 
Mr. Tostmnsms. No. 
Air. St.r.ovEn. We very tnlloir nppreeln le your coining, Mr. 'Tomlinson. Thank 

you very itmelt. Those me nil the questions I have. 
Mr. Tomansow. All right. Thank you. 
Mr. Sextrre.n. Off the record. 

Discitsslon between counsel mid the WIfilprot 'Pondlnsmi regnrding n proposed 
exhibit.) 

Mr. Sescrren. 011 the record. 
Now that the deposition of Air. Tomlinson has been roncituleil, I am linving 

the paper marked ns Tomlinson Exhibit Nn. 2. 
(Instrument innriced by the reporter ns Tomlinson Exhibit No. 2, for 

Identificntion.) 
Mr. SPECTF.R. May the record show that Mr. Tomlinson Is preSPIlt, !Mt will 

you Identify this paper marked Tomlinson Exhibit No. 2 ns the 0110 which 
contnins the dingrnen of the emergency room and the letters A rind II of the stretchers we have been discussing? 

Mr. Tourist:low. That's just the elevatnr lobby im emergency. 
Mr. Sescre.n. And this is the diagram which you drew for us? 
Mr. TOMLINSON. Yrs. 
Mr. Srrxrrstt. Tlint's nil, nod thank you very much. 

TESTIMONY OF DIANA HAMILTON BOWEON 

The testimony of Din mi linmill on lrbovron twos taken tit 2 	 on Altireh ZI. 1001, at Parkland Memorial Illuspitnl, Dating, Tex.. by Air. Arlen Spec-
ter. nssisinut counsel of tire President's Continlasirm. 

Air. Sencvsn. Mny the record show that Diann linwrnn Is present following verbnl request, ihnt she appear here In Imre her tleyinsition taken, Miring 
the course of deposition proceedings on March 20 and March 21, It crime to my 
attention that Aliss Tlowron would hare Infortnritlati of vnitre to the Commission, 
and nuthortnntion was provided through the General Counsel, J. Lee Rankin, 
for her deposition to he taken. 

?digs finwron, the President's Commission Is Inveslignting the nssasslunlion 
of President Kennedy- nut] Is Intel-Wet! In certain fncts relnling to his treat-
ment owl presence at Pnrkland Alonno-Inl 1iewpnlM, and -we have naked you to 
nppcnr here to testify concerning your knowledge of his presence here. 

Now, I have shown you, have I not, the Executive order nppointing the 
Presidential Commission null the resolution nuthorining the Inking of tentlmony 
at depositions by CommissInn stoff members, Imre i not? 

Miss Hownots. Yes. 
Mr. Serm-sn. Anti are you willing to have your deposition token today with-

out 3 days' written notice, as we ordinarily provide? 
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wrist both by X-r 
metal that !mike II 
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Mr. SPT.CTER. Yr), 
the bullet which vi 

Mr. Sorrel. Dr. Shnw, I now show you n belly dingrnm which is marked 

"Commission Exhibit No. WV" 
&tinter (barge. May I link a question before you nak that tweed:ion? 

When you first SRA' Governor Cnitunlly In the emergency room was he 

dressed nr undressed? 
Dr. Slime. IIis trousers were still on. Tie land his slisTIR on, I should sly, 

SellItIor Cooper, bill his con t, shirt, and trousers had been removed. 

Mr. Seetrrrat. Were hie clnlhes nnywhere le the vicinity where you ceuld hnro 

seen them? 
Dr. Sit Aw. No; I' never saw them. This Is the first lime 	I I saw them. 

Mr. Seat-17n. That is earlier twiny when yeti exit mined them In 	room? 

Dr. Straw. That in correct. 
Mr. SPECTER. Looking at Commis:dem Exhibit No. am, Is that n drawing which 

was prepttred, after consellaihm with you, repres.enting the earlier theory of 

an of the Governor's %minds; lulling been inflicted by n single missile? 

Dr. SIrAW. That IR correct. 
Mr. SpECTF.R. With reference to Ilint dingram, would you explain the position 

that you had earlier thought the Governer to hove been in when he wits wounded 

here? 
Dr. SIIAW. We felt flint the Governor wits in an upright silting position, and 

at the time of wounding was turning slightly to the right. This would bring 

the three wounds, as we know them, the wound In the chest, tho wound In the 

wrist, and the wound In the thigh Into it line assuming.  Clint the right forenrin 

was held against the lower right chest In front. 

The line of inclination of this particular diagram is a little more sharply 

downward than is probably correct In view at the inclination of the ribs of the 

cheat 
Mr. Sercrea. Will you redraw that line, Dr. Shaw. to conform with what you 

believe to be— 
Dr. SnAw. The fact that the muscle bundles on either tilde of the fifth rib 

were not damaged mennt that the missile to strip away 10 centimeters of the 

rib had to follow this rib pretty much along Its line of Inclination. 

Mr. DULLES. I wonder if you could use that red pencil to make It a little 

clearer for us? 
Dr. SrrAw. I think these would probably work well on this paper. Perhnpe 

this isn't a tremendous point but it slopes Jitnt a little too much. 

Mr. Sercree. You have inii inled that to show your incline? 

Dr. Snow. Yes. 
Mr. Sererrat. With respect to the wound you described on the thigh. Dr. Shaw. 

was there any point of exit as to that wound? 

Dr. STLAW. No. 
Mr. Set:arra. 1 now show you— 
Mr. DULLER. Could I ask one more question there, how deep was the wound of 

entry, could you tell at all? 
Dr. Snmw, Mr. Dulles, I didn't examine the wound of the thigh so I can't 

testify as to that. Dr. Gregory, I think, was there at the time that the debris 

was carried out and lie may have more ktinwiedee than I hare. 

Mr. DULLER. IVe will hear Dr. Gregory Inter? 

Mr. SPF.CTER. Yea; he Is mclitstuit41 to testify as soon as Dr. Slum concludes. 

Dr. Show, 1 now show you Commission Exhibit 390 which has heretofore been 

identified its being n virtually whole bullet weighing MR grains. 

May I say for the record, that in the depositions which here been taken In 

Pnrkland Hospitni. that we have nneertained, and -those depositions are port 

of the overall record, that Is the bullet which came from the stretcher of Gov-

ernor Connally. 
First, Dr. Shaw, hove you had a chance to examine that bullet earlier today? 

Dr. Sirmw. Yes; f examined It thin morning. 

Mr. Seacre.a. Is it possible that the bullet which went through the Governor's 

chest could have emerged tieing as fully Intact as that bullet is? 

Dr. Srimw. Yes: I believe it is possible because of the fact that the bullet 
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struck the fifth rib at a very acute angle and struck a portion of the rill which would nut offer u great amount of resistance. Mr. Srecrtut. Dues that bullet appear to you to have uuy of eta metal flaked off? Dr. SHAW. I have been told that the one pond on the Untie of 1.111n bullet that la di•furuied was cut uff fur purposed of exuurinullon. WILL that Information. I wouhl have to may that Elds bullet has lost literally lions of its substance. Mr. Si crust. Nutt', ea to the wound on the thigh, could that bullet have gone hire the Governor's thigh without causing atuy wore diunage Gum appears out  fuse of Glut bullet? 
Dr. Snow. If It was a spent bullet ; year. As far tiellet is concerned it could hove caused the Cover:wed thigh wound net a Silent 11.11Sulln. Mr. SrEerta. Why du you ally It Is a epwat missile, would you elaborate on what your thloichig Is on that issue? 
Dr. SICAW. Only from what I have been told by Dr. Shires cud Dr. Gregory, that the depth of the wound woe only Into the subcutaneous tissue, nut actually Into the muscle of the leg. ao It nItalit that missile had penetrated fur a very short period. Ant I quoting you correctly, Dr- Gregory? Mr. Srecriat. May the record show Dr. Gregory la preaeut during Gila testi-mony told— 
Dr. Getssmer. I will nay yes. 
Mr. Sreurait. And Indicates in the alfirtitallve. Do you hove smitten:tit knowl-edge of the wound of the wrist to render an opinion us to whether that bullet could have gent through Governor Cuintally'li wrilat and emerged being tin 11111C11 Intact its It la? 
Dr. Suety. I do not. 
Mr. Sretmet. Dr. Show, assume If you will certain facts to be true in hpyo-thellcal form. that Is, that the President wan struck In the upper portion of the back or lower portion of the 'tuck with a 8.5-unn. missile passing between the strap Lunacies of the Presideut's neck, pruceedlug through a facia channel strik-ing au  bonen,  out vfulmlog the Pieurui eavitY, anti emerging through the anterior third of the neck, with the nil:mile saving been fired from a weapon having a mutate velocity of approximately 2,000 feet per 'mond, with the muzzle toeing approximately 100 to 250 feet from the President's body; that the WISSI11.1 was a copper Jacketed bullet. Would It be possible for that bullet to have then pro-ceeded approximately 4 or 5 feet and then would it be possible for It to have struck Governor Connally lu the buck and have Inflicted the wound which you have described on the posterior aspect of Ida cheat, and also on the anterior Itillect of his chest? 

Dr. Study, Yea. 
Mr. greenest And whet would your reason be for giving an atlirmative follower lu Nutt questitm, Dr. Shaw? 
Dr. SilAW. ]because I would fed a missile with thle velocity and weight striking no inure rhea the Holt tissues of the neck would have adequate velocity and notes to Whet 11w wound that we fetid on the Governor's chest_ Air. Sreersa. Now, 'without respect to whether or not the bullet IdenUlled ui S'-unititltitikusi Exhibit SW lu or Is nut the one which hillicted the wound on the Gurcrour, la it possible that a missile slitiliar to the rue which I have Just described In the hypotheth•al ousadion could lutve indicted all of the C,wernor's wutintla Ile  accurdence with the theory which you have outlined on Couttubtalon Exhibit Nu. BED? 

Dr. Snow. AaaumIng that It oleo hail passed through the Presidetil'a neck you Wenn? 
Mr. SPIenTeit, Nu; I bud nut edited that rector In. I will In the next Dr. Sitaw. All rigid. AS fur an the wounds of the elunet are Concerned, I foci that Ude bullet could have Indicted those ouauiiith. phut the erUltlitlellOta of the wrlut both by X-ray and at the time of surgery ahowed Howe ft-ego:outs of metal that make IL difficult lu believe Glut the maim missile could have caused these two WOUlttIS, There kcc•uaa tcl he more than three grahno of metal [Muslim us far as thu—I memo lu the wrist, 

Mr. $Pearaa. Your illtnWitr there, though, depends 'woo the assutuption that the bullet which we have Identified us lexhIbli. 1109 la We bullet which did the 
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Dr. Room. obviete 
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Dr. Snow. Yee. 
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Dr. Sll A W. Yea; of 
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Mr. Mcetir. Let 
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damage to the Governor. Ankle from whether nr not that is the bullet which 
inflicted the Governor's wounds. 

Dr. SIIAW. I see. 
Mr. SrECTXR. Could n bullet trnvelleg In the pnth which I knee tieseribed In 

the prior hypothetical question, have inflicted nil of the wounds on the Governor? 
Dr. SHAW. Yea. 
Air, Segovsst. And sn far its the veleeily anti the dimensien of the Millet are 

concerned, is it possible that the snme Millet could have gene Dimwit the Pregi-
tient in the way Gant I have descrlhed null moiteeed Ihrough the Governer emot-
ing all of his wounds without regard to whether or not It was bullet anti? 

Dr. SuAw. Yea. 
Mr. SPROTSS. When you sinned to comment !theta it not. Weg pessIble, wns 

{hot In reference to lite existing 11111NA nett shape of Millet aftfl? 
Dr, SHAW. I Ihnught you were referring directly to the Millet shown ns 

Exhibit 800. 
Mr. Bree-ree.. What is your epistles; as to whether bullet 333 entild have in-

flicted all of the wounds on the Governor, then. without respect nt Ilds point in the wound of the Prertirtent'e neek? 
Dr. SHAW. I feel flint there would be some tlitneulty in expinlning n11 of the 

wounds as being 'alleles' by bullet Foetal{ 300 without causing more In the 
way of loss of substance to the bullet or deformnlinn of tire 

(Discussion off the record.) 
Mr. Srscrga. Dr. Shaw, hove you had an opportunity today here in the COM-

ruhuflon building to view the movies which we referred to as the Zaprlider movies 
and the slides taken from these movies? 

Dr. SnAw. Yea. 
Mr. Rewrite. And whnt, If any, light did those movie. shed on your el.:dilation and opinions on this matter wItit revert to the wnunds of the Governor? 
Dr. Suaw. Well, my main Interest was to try to place the time that the Gov-ernor was struck by the bullet wide!' inflieted the wound on its chest in refer-

ence to the sequence of the three shots, ns has been described to us. 
(At Me point the Chief auslice entered the hearing room.) 
This meant trying to carefelly examine the position of the Governor's holy in 

the car so that it would fall in line with whist we knew the trnjeetory must lie for this bullet coming from the point where It hen been !indented It did come from. And in trying to pinee this nelonl frame that these frnmcs are mothered when the Governor was hit, my opinion was that it was frame number, let's see. I think It was No. 30. 
Mr. Seeovisa. 2V6? 
Dr. Srtnw. 230, gIve or lake I or 2 frames. It was right in 33.3a, 37, perhaps. 
Mr. Segura& I have heretofore netted you qttentionn about what possibly could have happened In terms of the various ctunhinntinnn of pessilmilillem on missiles 

striking the Governor In relationship in striking the President ns well. Do you have any opinion as to what, in fart, did happen? 
Dr. Sttaw. Yes. From the pictures, from the conversation wills Governor Connally and Mrs. Connolly, It seems that the first Millet hit the President in the shoulder and perforated the neck, hut this was not the Indio that Governor Connally feels hit him: and in the sequence of Mons I think It le herd to say that the first bullet bit both of these men Almost Mundt umi.ffluly, 
Mr. Stuterga. Ts that view Wined on the Information which Governor Connally provided to yon? 
Dr. SHAW. Largely. 
Mr. Selwyn. As opposed to any objevlively determinnttle farts from the hi-lets, the altos of the wounds nr your viewing of the Tart lures? 
Dr. SHAW. Yea. I was influenced n great deal by what Governor 

knew about bin movements in the ear at this port icular tine. 
Mr. Dtrmes. You bare Indleated n certain tingle of deelltintien on this ehart here which the Chief Justlee has. 
Dr. SHAW. Yes. 
Mr. Selman. Do you know enongli nitwit the angle of derlinntIon of the hono that hit the President to judge at all whether these two angles of declination are consistent? 
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Mr. Seeerm. Was Cardille massuge applied in this situation? 
Dr. CAtutteo. Yea, sir; It wan, eXCellelli 	rd 	massage_ 
Mr SPECTER. Were [dumb' miselidstered to the Prtwident? 
Dr. Cmuttco. Yes, sir. 
(At this petut. Mr. Dulles entered the hearing room.) 
Mr. SPECrElt. Dr. Carrico, was any action 	with respect to the edrenelin 

lesullielency of Prealdent Kennedy? 
Dr. CAIMICO, Yes, sir; be was given 300 miligrunis of hydrocortisone which is 

au Ildrunal hormeite. 
Mr. SyseTsa. And what was the reason for the11111111111Air, lion of that drug? 
Dr. Csetticu. It MIS recalled that the Pro. :jolt had tes 	to have adrenal 

Mr. SrstrrEa. Now, tit what time wus the death of the President prouounced, 
Doctor? 

Dr. CARRICO. At 1 o'clock. 
Mr. SeSt-not. 'Who pronouneed the death et 	President? 

 CARRICO. Pr. Clark, I believe. 
Mr. Eirstma. Wus that u precise time used or a general pile tilled for 

the point of douth? 
Dr. CAIIILICLI. This was u general tome, 
Mr. Sem-rtat. What, In your opinion. tans the cause of death? 
Dr. Catuiteo. The head wouud, the head injury. 
Mr. Smersit. Will you describe its specifically as you can the head wouud 

which you have already mentioned briefly? 
Dr. CARRICO. Sure. 
This wits a 5- by 71-rut defect in the posterior skull, the occipital region. 

There was au "absence of the calvarium ur skull in this area, with shredded 
tissue, bruin tissue present stud initially considerable slow oozing. Then after 
we eld/Ibilsbed some CircIIII1 I ell there wus more profuse bleedie- freni Ihla 
wound. 

Mr. Sem...-rue. NVils any other wouud observed on the head lit uddition IQ this 
large opening where the skull was absent? 

Dr. CARIt/CO. Nu other wound on the bend. 
Mr. Svoureu. 	you have any opportunity sp....Ilk:idly to look for a small 

wound which was below the large opening of the skull out the right side of the 
head? 

Dr. Csustco. No, air; at least Initially there was no Uwe to exuanine the 
patient completely for nil email wounds. As we said before, this was an acutely 
lid patient and all we had time to do wus to determine what things were life. 
threutentug right then and attempt to resuscitate him sod utter whirl'. a more 
complete exutulnatIon would be carried out and we didn't have thee to exusutne 
for other wounds. 

Mr. SneTtu. Wan such a inure complete examination ever carried out by the 
doctors In Purkland? 

Dr. CAR/lieu. No. sir ; not ill my preseaue. 
Mr. Srsersit. Why nut? 
Dr. Csimico. As we Held initially this wus un acute emergency situation 

slid there wits nut time hillbilly and when the cardiac message was dune this 
prevented any furl her examinatien during this time this was being done. After 
tho President wus pronounced dead his wife was there, lie was Um President, 
and we felt certainly that complete CX11 1111 1011 would be curried out and no 
one had the heart, I believe, to examine hint then. 

Mr. Sestrrsa. Will you describe, its speelile3111Y US you e4111 then, the neck wounds 
widelt you heretofore Illeldi011ed briefly? 

Dr. Cassie°. There was a scull W0111141, 5- to 8-mm. in size, twitted in the 
lower third of the neck, below the thyroid cartilage, (lie Adams apple. 

Mr. D MUSA. Will you show us about where it. was? 
Dr. CARRICO. Just about where your llc would be. 
Mr. Dunes. Where did It enter? 
Dr. Caauuco. It entered ? 
Mr. Dumas. Yea. 
Dr. Cmutico. At lite time we did nut know- 
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Mr. DULIAR. I see. 
Dr, CARRICO. The entrance. All we knew this was n small wound here. 
Mr. DULLER. I see. And you put your hand right above where your tie 1s7 
Dr. Casino°. Yes, sir ; Just where the tie— 
Mr. DULTAIR. A little bit to the left. 
Dr. CARRICO. To the right. 
Mr. Dut.t.s.a. Yes: I. I he right. 
Dr. CARRICO. Yes. And this wound wan fairly round, had no Jagged edges, 

no evidence of powder burns, and so forth. 
Representative FORD. No evidence of powder burns? 
Dr. Cameo. So far as I know. 
Representative Fon°. In the front? 
Dr. CARRICO. Yes. 
Mr. Se/cc-mt. Have you now described that wound as specifically no you can 

based upon your observations at the time? 
Dr. Cattalo°. I believe so. 
Mr. SenCTRR. And your recollection at the time of those observations? 
Dr. Cassie°. Yes; an even round wound., 
Mr. Dtru..r.s. You felt this wound In the neck was not a fntal wound? 
Dr. CARRICO. That Is right. 
Mr. Srac-res. That la, ahment the head wound, would the President have sur-

vived the wound which watt present on his neck? 
Dr. Cassmo. I think TP1'5,  likely he would have. 
Mr, SPECTER. Based on your observations on the neck wound alone did you 

have a sufficient basis to form an opinion as to whether it was an entrance or 
an exit wound? 

Dr. CA_RRICO. No, sir; we did not, Not having completely evaluated all the 
wounds, traced out the course of the bullets, this wound would have been com-
patible with either entrance or exit wound depending upon the size, the velocity, 
the tissue structure and so forth. 

Mr. Spacrrsat. Permit me to add some facts which I shall ask you to assume 
as being true for purposes of having you express an opinion. 

First of all, assume that the President was struck by a 8.5 mm. copper-
jacketed bullet from a rifle having a muzzle velocity of approximately 2,000 
feet per second at a time when the President was approximately 160 to 250 
feet from the weapon, with the President being struck from the rear at a 
downward angle of approximately 45 degrees, being struck on the upper right 
posterior thorax just above the upper border of the scapula 14 centimeters from 
the tip of the right acrorninn process and 14 centimeters below the tip of the right 
mastoid process. 

Assume further that the missile passed through the body of the President 
striking no bones. traversing the neck and sliding between the large muscles In 
the posterior aspect of the President's body through a fascia channel without 
violating the pleural cavity, but bruising only the apex of the right pleural 
cavity and braising the most apical portion of the right lung, then causing a 
hentatoma to the right of the larynx which you have described, and creating 
a jagged wound In the trachea, then exiting precisely nt the point where you 
observe the puncture wound to exist. 

Now based on those facts was the appearance of the wound In your opinion 
consistent with being an exit wound? 

Dr. CARRICO. It certainly was. It could have been under the clrcitttancem. 
Mr. Sescrrat. And assuming that all the facts which I have given you to be 

true, do you have an opinion with a rennonnble degree of medical certainty RR to whether, In fact, the wound was an entrance wound or an exit. wound? 
Dr. CARRICO. With those facts and the feet as I understand it no other 

bullet was found this would be, this was. I believe, was an exit wound. 
Mr. Ser.crra. Were any bullets found in the President's body by the doctors 

at Parkland? 
Dr. CARR/CO. No. Mr. 
Mr. Srocrsa. Was the President's clothing over examined by you, Dr. Carrico? 
Dr. CARRICO. No, air; it was not. 
Mr. SIPRCTER. What was the reason for no examination of the clothing? 
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OF TIE 

This 13 FBI Exhibit 60, which the Commission did not dare print because it contains evidenae destructive of its conclusions and its and the FBI's integrity. It to de-scribed in Chapter 30, beginning on p.328. The enlargement of the bullet hole in the back of the shirt was printed by the FBI upside down. The actual hole coincides ex-actly with the reel location of thin wound, which was lied about. The eta even twisted the tie to make it appear that there waa a hole in the center. Actually, this small nick else made with a scalpel and was oa the very edge of the knot. It was enlarged with removal of a ample for scientific testing. The testa were auppreased because they proved no bullet hit the tie or shirt front. Thin combination of suppressed pic-turea alone proves that the President was not hit in the back of the neck but in the back and that the bullet hole in the front of his neck was above the shirt. Either is total disproof of the entire "solution." 
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This la an actual FBI print, not from the Warren Commission.° files, obtained as de-scribed in Chapter 30, especially beginning on p.328. It has this caption typed on the back: "Photograph depicting portion of Exhibit 60." It is lees clear as part of FBI Exhibit 60 (p.597) but in even that form shows such more than any picture the Commission dared print. In itself this picture. presented here for the first time anywhere, deetroye the entire Warren Report and means the falsity could not have been accidental. It shove not bullet holes but elite. It also shows that when the shirt is buttoned they do not coincide and on this added beats could not have been made by a bullet. Note that the alit on the button aide is entirely below the neckband while that on the buttonhole side extande well up onto it. The FBI and the Commission both knew their representations were false. The Commission blundered into the truth sepa-rately when Dulles asked Dr. Carrico where the President's front neck wound was and Carrico told him it was above  the shirt. Carrico confirmed thin to me when he elan confirmed the obvious, that this damage to the shirt wee done when the necktie wee cut off by nuraes under his supervision during emergency treatment. 
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Mr. Semmes. And whist in Dr. MIdgett's Ilrnt name? 
Miss ilownort. 
Mr. SPECTR.R. Aud. Where dill you I n ke your sl retelse'r? 
Miss TinIVROti. To the left .1tand side nr the IMF as you nee frichig 1t., aryl we 

hid to MOST 	renuir Conimlly oaf Finn. because he was In Ihe Front. We 
entridn't gel. In lire back semi. White rill Ilie Secret Servier Men were moving 
4:01.ermir Connally I weld aroortti to lire other slit,' rut tire ear In Iry In 11010 
with Ihe President nini Dieu we got him onto lite second min and then ionic 
him straight over la Ira mon mom 1. 

Mr. Serener. Trnition room 	1? 
Miss tinwnos. Yes. 
Mr. S r Kum. Anil describe Ina general way thererunr t'ornitilly'rs condition 

u-hro ynti first saw him ? 
Miss pirtuoutn. De was very mile. he was leaning foromrd nod onto Mrs. Cnn-

Ilalls 	nmairecilly—I didn't pollee very mitch—f erne  Inure voncern.rit WIIil 
'he person In the hark of I he en r—I he President, 

Mr. Sort-ren. And whnI, In a general tans, did yntt rilwervr with resort,' In 
i'resident Kr1111,41; 	cm ill I I Inn ? 

Miss firmer's. IIc was moribund—he tuns lying nerims Mrs. Kennedy's liner 
nail there seemed In he btrual everywhere. When I went arniiittl In Ilse Miter 
sIde of the car I saw Inc condition or his bend. 

Mr. Seat-mi. You !.:In 1111' condition or his Mini? 

Miss POW RON. The hark of his head. 
Mr. Simmign. And whist was flint eontlition? 
Miss:Doe:RON. Well, IL EMS Very hid—yin know. 
Mr. SPECTER, How tunny holes did you see? 
Miss HOWSON.. I Just saw num large hole. 
Mr. SPOCTES. Did you seen snmII bultrt Wile ..... 	Ilia( elite large hale? 
Miss pawnor/. No, sir. 
Mr, SPECTER. Did you notice nay other womal on the President's body? 
Miss !Iowans. No, sir. 
Mr. Segurnn. And whit net loll did you I nke at tint  time, if any? 
Miss Downnet. 1 helped to lift his !alai and Mrs. Kennedy posited me awry 

rind lifted his head 'herself onto Die cart nail so I went nrnincl hark to the cart 
mad walked off with It. We ran on with It. In the trnuinn room and sire arm 
beside us. 

Mr. Sevt-rna. And who was ht I 11r irawon room when you nrrived there? 
Miss linwitos. Dr. Carrico. 
Mr. Ser.crste. Where did Dr. en rrleo jnin you? 
Mins DAWSON. AL  the-1 eouldn't renlly tell yon exnetly, hut II. acne Inside 

major stirgery. ?dim lienchilffe, the other nurse who is nssigned l.. r:1;11■1' 
surgery. was In the Iranian room already selling lit,' 1,V.'s—I he inIrrivenotis 
bottles up. 

Mr. Starrett. And were there any other nurses present nt Ihnt time when 
the President nrrivell In the trnittnn area? 

MISR Hawses- I &MI think sn, sir, 
Mr. Begcre.n. Were there any doctors present besides Dr. CiirrIco? 
Miss Dawson. I didn't notice nnybotly—there may hive been, 
Mr. Sre.eren. What action tild you observe Dr. Carrico Inks. if any? 
Miss Iflownort. We tried to start an I.V. critdown rind I don't know whether 

IL wits' his left or his right leg. nod Miss lIenehliffe And I rut MT his clothing null 
then after that everybody just arrived at once and 11 wits more or less every 
body sort of helping everybody else- We opened Ike chest tithe tray's and the 
veneseetron trays. 

Mr. lerra-res. how lung were you present In the emergency room No, if 
Minn nownort. I was In there until they needed some World, whirl' tens the 

second lot of blond. I went—ran out across to the blond bank nuel crime hark 
and went into the tramline room. Ity tint time they hid decided that be was 
dead, they said. 

And then, we stayed In there with him nod Mewled him lip, rentored nli 
of his clothing and put theta all together nntl Miss Ileneltliffe mere them to 
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